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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
Member of Associated Press

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
"TO preserve
our independence we must not let our
leaders load up with perpetual
debt. We must make our
election between economy and
liberty..." Thomas Jefferson.
In spite of this warning
Congress
has
enacted
legislation authorizing the
spending of more than $320
billion I over what it already
spends) over the next five year
period. It seems that Congress
feels that it can spend all it
wants to on whatever it wants to
and merely raise taxes to pay
for it. We do not know where in
the Constitution that Congress
has this authority.
We want to coagtaculate
Senator Marlow Cook on voting
to uphold President- Won's
veto on bills which would increase taxes. Senator Huddleston voted to overide his
veto. Fortunately the attempt
failed.
The federal government hag
no money except that which
extracted from the citizen. The
more it spends, the more is
extracted. It is just that simple,
and fundamental.
At a meeting of Sigma Delta
Chi Tuesday night and the
speaker was Dr. Wayne Sheeks.
He is an interesting and
provocative speaker. A person
may or may not agree with him,
but he makes one think, to say
the least.

•

Which reminds us of the
fellow
who
said
that
Christopher Columbus is
responsible for the thinking in
modern government. He did't
know where he was going, when
- he started; he didn't know
„where he as when he got
there; and he did it all on
borrowed money.
Earl Wilson says there are
two kinds of politicians in
Washington: those trying to get
an investigation started and
those trying to get one stopped.
Bumper sticker on car.
"Mafia Staff Car, Keepa Your
Hands Off". Barber shop sign: "Six
Barbers-Panel Discussions".
There was an old woman who
lived in a shoe. She htiol so many
children her welffte check
came to 88,472.
You are middle aged if you
remember the Chautauqua.
In case you don't choose to
remember, this was a traveling
show which provided high level
entertainment for the smaller
towns and communities. The
traveling company would
present a play one night, a
lecturer, someone to give
readings, various and. sundry
acts, skits, etc. '
The last one we saw was at
Paris, Tennessee where the city
auditorium now stands. The
play was "Shepherd of the
Hills".
One has to remember that in
those days there was no TV and
in most cases no radio. The
entertainment provided by the
Chautauqua was of a high
cultural level and provided
entertainment where there was
little or none except for the
picture show which carried
mostly westerns

The Weather
Variable cloudiness today, becoming mostly fair and tontinued cool tonight and Friday.
High today and Friday in the
low to mid 50s, low tonight in
the low to mid 30s. Increasing
cloudiness and warmer Saturday

—
TWO SECTIONS TODAY
Today's Ledger & Times,
contains a regular 12-page
section plus an 8-page tabloid
section for Uncle Jeff's.
No.

Vol. LXXXXIV tio-81

Holy Week Will
Be Observed
At St. John's

Mr. And Mrs. Shea
Donate Brother's
Books To Library
Mr. and Mrs. Francis X.
(Pat) Shea of Shea's Irish
Acres, Route Su, Murray, have
donated Volume I of the book,
"Doll Mark Clues," an antique
dolls dictionary,to the Calloway
County Public Library.
The second volume will be
published in September and a
copy will also be donated to the
public library after its
publication.
The books were written and
published by Ralph Shea, 489
Oak Street, Ridgefield, N.J.
97657. He is the brother of
Francis X. i Pat Shea and
wrote the books after the death
of his wife, Mae Veronica Shea,
who was killed four years ago in
a car accident.
The late Mrs. Shea had a
collection of over three hundred
antique dolls at the time of her
death. After her death, her
husband developed a deep interest in the doll collection and
found many of her compiled
notes concerning her hobby.
Mr. Shea said he wrote the
book in his wife's memory
because she used to like to share
her 'dolls and the information
she discovered about them.
The author of the book was
principal and teacher in the
public schools of New Jersey for
thirty years and confined his
writings in his working field
until after his wife's death.
The local Mr. and Mrs. Shea
donated the book to the local
library because they wanted to
share their brother's writings
with people of Murray and
Calloway County. Mr. Shea is
retired from the Army and his
wife, the former Frances
Wilson of Murray, is employed
at the Calloway County Court
House.

10' Per Copy
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In Our 94th Year

Don 13roek, coordinator itliee-Murray Mental Health Center,
interviews a patient affording her the most modern treatment
which science has available.

Weekend Meeting
Planned At New
Providence Church

Pnceeds From
Ball Will Aid
Mental Health

Tom Holland, a professor of
Bible and Speech at FreedHardeman College in Henderson, Tenn., will preach at a
weekend meeting at the New
Providence Chuich of Christ.
The meeting will begin
Friday, April 13, and gill
continue through Sunday Axil
15. The services will begin each
evening at 7:30 p.m.
Holland
received
the
AssOciates Degree from FreedHardeman, the B.A. degree
from Dairid Lipscomb College,
About 50 fifth and sixth grade the M.A.from
Abilene Christian
students from Uri University College and
the Ph. D. from
School will use the Land Bet- Southern Illinois
University.
ween the Lakes as their
He conducts about 25 gospel
classroom during a two-day meetings each
year.
outdoor education exercise .,_The
public is invited to attend
----- Ate
Friday and Saturday.
services.
Accompanied by faculty and
the
from
the
school,
staff
students will leave Friday
morning for the LBL, stay
overnight in dormitories at the
Youth Center, and return
Saturday afternoon.
from
Resource
people
PRINCETON, Ky.(API — A
Murray State University have
volunteered to conduct study University of Kentucky agriculsessions with the students over tural expert in Western Kena wide range of topics—fish, tucky has said fruit crops
botany, birds, astronomy, "may be wiped out down here"
maps, photography geology and because of recent nighttime
cold snaps.
fishing.
W.D. Armstrong, horticulturThey include: Dr. Harold
Eversmeyer, Dr. Morgan Sisk, ist at the university's West
Wesley Kemper, all of the Kentucky substation at Princebiological sciences faculty; ton, said Wednesday the potenBilly E. Burnley, and William tial loss to Kentucky farmers
B. Taylor, physics and because of low temperotures
astronomy; Dr. Harry Conley the night before could reach $1
and Dr. Peter Whaley, million, though he said several
chemistry and geology; Dr. days would be needed before an
Hendrickson, accurate assessment could be
Stanford
geography; Gene Bailey, in- made.
Temperatures in Western
dustrial education; and William
0. Price, educational services. Kentucky dropped to 26 degrees
at Paducah, 25 degrees at Henderson and 23 degrees at
Legion And Auxiliary
Princeton. Cold weather again
Wednesday night threatened to
Meets Here On Friday
repeat the damage.
In some areas, 90 per cent of
The American Legion and
the peach crop was ruined,
Auxiliary will meet Friday,
Armstrong said, and in other
April 13..-at seven p.m. at the
areas tiSere were complete killLegion Hall at South 6th and
outs.
Maple Streets.
He said apples also were
. A Post Service officer will be hard hit, and that damage was
present from five to seven p.m. reported to pears, plums,
to help veterans and their strawberries and other berries
dependents with problems as well.
relating to their needs, a Legion
In a normal year, Armstrong
spokesman said.
noted, Kentucky produces as
much as 300,000 to 400,000 bushels each of peaches and apples,
Hazel lodge No. 831
but he said the cold damage
could cut the figure in half this
year.
Will Hold Meet Friday
Frank Street, operator of an
Hazel Lodge No 831 Free and orchard near Henderson, said
Accepted Masons will meet in Wednesday that 90 per cent of
regular
session on Friday, his peaches were killed and
April 13, at 7:30 p.m. at the that the apple kitl was severe.
Hazel Masonic Hall.
Terrell Bray, a Trimble
Master Sammy Bradshaw County orchard operator, said
encourages all members to he lost 75 per cent of his young
attend and extends a welcome peaches, but could get a fair
to visitors. Refreshments will crop if there is no more cold
be served
weather.

Students To Use
LBL As Classroom

Expert Says Fruit
Crops Damaged By
Recent Cold Snaps

By Melissa Easley
Less than 100 years ago the
mentally ill were treated like
dangerous criminals. They
were bound, shackled, straitjecketed and abandoned in
miserable isolation. ,Fortunately times have changa
Today we recognize mental
illness for what it is—a sickness
of the mind, a sickness that can
come to the rich, poor, weak,
and strong,the old and.
very
young.
Today we know more abdid
treating mental illness—how to
help many mental patients to
improve and return home
again. One thing we now know is
that the mentally ill recover
more rapidly and fully when
they are treated in or close to
their own community, within
reach of family and friends.
grants
Mental
Health
probably will be affected by the
cutback in Federal monies. You
can help keep mental health
services based in the community by purchasing a ticket
to the Charity Ball, or you can
send a donation to Mrs, Don
Keller, College Farm Rd.,
Murray, Ky.
All proceeds from this
campaign will go for the
Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensive Care Center
located at 702 and 704 Main St.
The dance will be held rune 2
at the Harry Lee Waterfield
Student Union Building from 91. The Berl Olswanger Orchestra from Memphis will
provide the music Tickets will
go on sale in May.

St. John's Episcopal Church .
will observe Holy Week
beginning Palm Sunday, April
15.
Rev, Stephen Davenport will
celebrate Holy Communion at
9:30 a.m. with Charles Hinds as
lay reader. Acolytes will be
John Whitrner, Eric Threkeld,
and Vince Heise.
On Tuesday, April 17, Holy
Communion will be at 5:15 p.m.
with Charles Hinds as lay
reader and John Harcourt as
acolyte.
Maundy Thursday, April 19,
-Poly Communion will be at 7:30
p.m. with Bailey Hendricks as
lay reader and John Whitmer as
acolyte.
The Good Friday service will
be held April 20 with Larrie
Clark as lay reader.
On Easter Sunday, April 7/,
Holy Communion will be
celebrated at 9:30 a.m. with
Larrie Clark, Bailey Hendricks
and Charles Hinds as lay
readers. Vince •Heise, Ed
Harcourt, Hal Hendricks,
Robert Whitrner, and David
Stripling will be acolytes.
Rev. Davenport will celebrate
at each Communion Service. An
Easter Egg hunt will be held for
the children' of the church
following the service on Easter
Sunday. A sitter will be in
dtarge of the nursery.
1

Revival Planned
At Poplar Spring
Revival services will be held
at the Poplar Spring Baptist
Church 'starting Sunday, April
15, and continuing through
Sunday, April 22.
Rev. Alvin York, pastor of the
Sedalia Baptist Church, will be
the speaker for the services
each evening at seven o'clock.
behind-. Peeler of the Grace
Baptist Church will conduct the
song services.
The church and the pastor,
Rev. Lynn Walker, invite the
public to attend the services.

FISHER—PRICE HONORED BY GOVERNOR FORD—Fisher Price Toys was among 59 Kentucky industries honored recently by Gov. Wendell Ford for contributing to the industrial growth in
the Commonwealth in 1972. Gov. Ford paid tribute to these community leaders who have expanded
existing industries or established new. ones in the state. The industrial leaders were honored at the
annual Governor's Industry' Appreciation luncheon in Louisville. Ford is congratulating Royal
Kain, manager of the Murray Fisher-Price plant, which is now under construction.

Nixon Ruled-illegal In
Dispersing 0E0 Program

Fund Drive -To
Aid Calhouns
Started Here

WASHINGTON ( AP) — A plan to phase out the antipoverfederal judge says the Nixon ty agency.
administration is acting illegalJones said the administration
Young Paul Edward Calhoun,
ly in its plan to disperse rapid- could not unilaterally terminate seven-year-old son of Mr and
ly the programs and people of 0E0 programs established by Mrs. W.L. Calhoun of Route 1,
the Office of Economic Oppor- Congress as long as funds are Farmington, has been admitted
tunity.
appropriated for them. His de- to the University of Kentucky
U.S. District Court Judge Wil- cision came on suits filed by a Medical Center for treatment of
liam B. Jones issued a broadly union_ local representing gov- aplastic anemia, according to
worded order Wednesday en- ernmeut workers and a Mis- Freed Curd, principal of Lynn
joining Howard Phillips, acting souri rural redevelopment cor- Grove School.
0E0 director, from proceeding poration.
Treatemeat for the disease is
further with the administration
In Chicago, however, U.S. expected to be very long,and
District Court Judge James B. expensive and a fund has been
Parsons refused to halt the ad- set aside by churches and inministration's actions. Parsons terested people to help defray
WASHINGTON (AP) — The said suits filed in Chicago were the expenses of the mother to
Senate passed and sent to the premature since "0E0 will stay with the child.
House today a measure author- continue as provided by law unCurd is chairman of the fund
izing erection of a rnor=nent in less
and anyone wishing to con. Congress attsWashington, D.C., to Americans continue it or fails to act to tribute should contact him at
who served in the Vietnam cause its continuance and that 753-5841. The youth is a first
war.
Community Action Agencies grade student at Lynn Grove
Senate action was by voice will be funded for their pro- School.
vote without dissent.
grams at least through 1973.
Mr. and Mrs. Calhoun are
The Chicago action also was employed at the Bell City
filed by a union local that rep- Pottery at Bell City, Ky., and
have four other children, three
resents 0E0 employes.
The White House and the of the other children are
0E0 said they would have no students in the Calloway County
comment on the two decisions School System and one attends
until government attorneys Murray State University.
conference today opened with a studied them.
talk on community developPhillip R. Kete, president of
Rudy Monosmith, the government union local in
ment by
director of the educational Washington, told an overflow
division of the National 4-H crowd of about 100 in the lobby
Center. Afternoon schedule of 0E0 headquarters after
includes visits to Washington Jones issued his decision: "We
Monument, the Smithsonian are proud to have fought, and
Institute, and other points of happy to have beaten, this atinterest in the Mall area.
tempt to violate the laws of the
A special banquet, to which United States."
Kentucky's Senators and
He urged President Nixon to
Representatives have been reglace what he called "Howie
invited, will be held tonight with Phillips and his wrecking.,
Hope Daugherty,--441--program crew" with managers who will
leader with the Federal Ex- carry out the Economic Opportension Service, speaking on tunity Act as, he said, the union
"What Difference Do I Make?" members will. The crowd
Before leaving for home cheered.
tomorrow the delegates will
The suits in Washington and
(See Delegates, Page 12)
Chicago raised an issue that
has agitated the Capital for
Paul Edward Calhoun
months—the alleged usurpation

War Monument

Renee Sledd & Ankeoles
Are Conference Delegates
Renee Sledd, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Sledd of Stella and
Andy Coles, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Coles of Hazel, are
Calloway County 4-H Club
members attending the Kentucky 4-H Older Youth Coriference in Washington, D.C.,
this week.
During the conference the
delegates representing every
area in the state are receiving
advanced training in citizenship
and leadership. The delegates
are freshmen and sophomores
in high school and, when they
return home, they will share
what they have learned with
other 4-Hers and with their
high school classes.
'The first full day of the

and denial by the executive
branch of government of programs enacted by Congress and
presumably mandated by the
legislative branch to be carried
out.
The latest 0E0 renewal by
Congress, for example, "ditects" that the Sgency continue
into 1975.
President Nixon, in his 1974
budget message last Jan. 29,
spelled out proposals to
transfer responsibiility for certain 0E0 functions to other
agencies. The administration
also has said local communities
would have to fund antipoverty
programs if they want to continue them.

Dr-Robert

Howard

Speakeri Pastor's
FellowstriOtere-

The Blood River Baptist
Pastor's Fellowship will be held
Tuesday, April 17, at 11:30 a.m.
at the Triangle Inn, Murray.
according to Rev. Terry Sills,
president of the group.
Dr. Robert Howard of the
Television and Radio DepartMurray State
ment of
discuss
University,
will
broidcasting and how it can
_
most effectively be done.
ALio present at the meeting
TiFUN Toyilcieduled
will be Rev. Pbilip- Heard,
•
consultant in Broadman
-Saturday At Church whn will report on some the
Teentown will be held at the special bffers in tapes, WOK
First United Methodist (Rauch and visuals.
on Saturday, April 14„from 7:30
Rev. Sills said church
to eleven Rm.
pastors, staff members, and
Miss Renee Siedd and Andy Coles are delegates from Calloway, County to the Kentucky 4-11 Older , A disc jockey will be present any other ministers are invited
Youth Capference in Washingtoa, D.C., this week. Congratulating the tvi o for their selection to attend selo play records. Admission will to attend.: the fellowship on
the corderence is James Feltner,assiAtantprinepal at Calloway County High School v)here the both be fifty cents.
Tuesday.
attend school
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Dear Editor:
Recently at a meitting of the
Inter-Fraternity Council a
problem that has been
plagueing Murray State
Fraternities was discussed. It is
a ridiculous problem that one
would not really expect to exist
in a academic community such
as we have at Murray. Yet it
does. It is not the first time that
the problem was discussed, but
due to the erratic occurrence of
the problem no action has been
taken by either the InterFraternity Council or individual
action has been taken by either
the Inter-Fraternity Council or
individual fraternities. The
problem is that of vandalism to
fraternity property.

W. P Williams, President (1941.1963)
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
terest of our readers
National Representatives T Wallace Witmer'CO., 1509 Madison Ave., Memphis, Tn.; Time I. Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg.,
Detroit, Mich.
Subscription Rates. By carrier in Murray. 5.35 per week, $1.52 per
month, $18.70 per year. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
$1.50 per year; other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00
per year; more than 150 miles from Murray, $18.00 per year. All mail
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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-Court's Responsibility
A news story in yesterday's Ledger and_Tithes
reported that the local funeral homes have no desire
to continue ambulance service under almost any
circumstances.; even with a subsidy to be paid by
the Fiscal Court.
One Paducah firm. a private concern, offered
service, but their request for a large subsidy was
considered too high.
The present search is for some private contractor
to operate an ambulance service. We doubt if this
will come to fruition.
All of this research might be well and good, but we
still are of the Opinion that the primary responsibility rests on the Calloway Fiscal Court to institute and maintain this service for the people of
Murray and Calloway County.
We do not believe this should be -a city responsibility, since the operation of an ambulance service
just within the limits of the city of Murray, is not
feasible.
.. The most logical and the most feasible plan that
we can envision is for the Fiscal Courtto take on a-service which is used by the people of the city and
county alike. At the present time the Fiscal Court
offers few services to the people of the City of
Murray, although much of their tax dollars come
from the city.
We have always had the feeling that there is a
thinking that the Fiscal Court should serve those
residents outside the city and the City Council should
serve those inside the city. Of course this is
;fallacious on the face of it since the Fiscal Court is
the governing body of Calloway County which includes Murray, Kentucky.
We know that the emphasis of the Court has
always been on county roads, and we certainly will
not argue with this. since oneonly has to drive out in
the county to realize how much better roads are
needed. The setting up of an ambulance service is
one way that the Fiscal Court can say to the people
of Murray that they do care what happens to those
citizens inside the city limits.
It will cost money, there is no doubt about this,
ho‘tever the county is completely out of debt and at the present time is enjoying revenue sharing checks
from the Federal government
There is some.justification for a joint city-county
service, however here again one- must be fully.
: cognizant that for every dollar the county spends on
--rthe project, the residents of the city will =have paid
!About 50 cents. Whatever the city pays on the project
will again be paid by city residents. Thus almost any
: 50-50 project between the city and county means
• that the city resident will pay approximately twothirds of the cost.
. The only completely fair solution that we can see
is for the county government to accept the
responsibility, set up the service and operate it. In
this manner the city and county residents will share
equal cost of the project and there will be no controversial boundary lines such as city limit lines.
The service would cover all of Calloway County.
Admittedly some respite has been granted
;
: counties and municipalities with the pushing forward of the deadline for the new regulations,
however this should give no cause for rexation.
A modern up-to-date service should be instituted
as soon as possible.

'SORRY, TUE AMMAN SHIP

Threatens peace
Oil ihortage
_
We have tended to look at the en- fuels has been stated often enough.
ergy crisis in terms of the imminent We also know that generous quanpossibility of gasoline shortages,. tities of fuel lie untapped within our
liovierIrownouts and an incteasedn. own borders, waiting for the nation
the cost of fuel to keep our country to define a realistic policy balancing
going. Now the prestigious Interne- environmental protection with our
t,onal Institute for Strategic Studies national needs for fuel. While enin London has taken a longer view vironmental suits continue to tie up
and reached an ominous conclusion. the Alaska pipeline project, an oil inWorld shortages of fuel and other dustry spokesman has pointed out
raw materials, the institute says, that we are adding $5 million to our
are a threat to peace. Competition balance of payments deficit each
for limited natural resources could day we do without those arctic oil relead to international conflict when sources.
countries find that their security or
The Londonlrstitute sees oil desurvival is at stake.
mend as * global problem, and this
The world has a breathing spell in suggests international steps which
which to try to avert this kind of could help avert political strife in
warfare, but it may not be a long satisfying that demand. In the Orgaone. When we consider that fuel oil nization of Petroleum Exporting
'suppliers in the East and Midwest Countries, the oil rich nations ire
had to put their customers on ration- adopting a common strategy toward
ing last winter, and some industrial prices and royalties and efforts to
plants had to shut down, this becontrol of oii'__Production by
comes a subject that canneriVe Pul— multi-national companies within
off until tomorrow.
their borders.
The institute points out that oilIf those nations are discovering
producing Arab states are moving
in union there is strength, there
that
toward the status of creditor nareason why their customers
is
no
tions, piling up huge revenues which
do the same. Nations which
cannot
they cannot possibly spend within
rely
on
oil could act in conimported
their own countries. The trend can
and exchange of
cert
in
purchases
only exaggerate their political and
development of
in
petroleum
and
economic power over nations that
fuel outside the Arabsources
of
new
depend on them for fuel.
consortium.
We are left with the question of dominated
The London Institute paints a
what strategy the fuel-consuming
-nations should follow to keep the in- frightening picture of nations fightstitute's dark projections from corn- ing among themselves for control of
natural resources. Some wisdom
ing to pass.
The obvious need to tike greater and foresight at this point in history
advantage of nuclear power and ex- might well remove that time bomb
plore other alternatives to fossil from our future.

LEDGER & TIMES PILE

etli're-ars Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

IS LATE.'

INSTITUTE WARNING

20 Years Ago Today
Nabcy Ann Gingles, five hour old baby girl of Mr.
and Mrs. Rob Gingles, died April 10 at the Murra
Hospital.
"One of the biggest excavation jobs is_now in
progress over at the site of the Methodist Church,"
from Vite column, -Seen & Heard Around Murray.MrST Robert Moyer of Murray was elected
recording secretay of the Audubon Region Garden
Club at the 7th annual session held in Madisonville
on April 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Jones have returned home
after a visit with their son, Garnett Hood Jones of
Houston, Texas; with Mr. and Mrs. Ed West of
Oklahoma City, Okla., and also in New Orleans, La.

A few months back there was
a letter in the paper from Alpha
Tau Omega in which they informed the public that someone
had removed the letters, ATO,
from the monument dedicated
to deceased brother, which is
located in front of their
fraternity house. Apparently
they thought this would shame
the person responsible, and thus
get the letters back. This,
however, was not the case, in
fact the new letters put on the
monument were again removed
by a vandal.
Tau Kappa Epsilon has also
felt the bite of vandalism. Last
semester a bottle of red dye was
thown on the front wall and
porch of their fraternity house.
The TKE bell has also had
several different shades of paint
thrown on it so many times that
they do not even bother to
repair the damage anymore.
The latest incident is the theft
of the Sigma Phi Epsilon flag
from the pole in front of their
house. One would think that this
would make a good wall cover
for the individual that took it but
it is doubtful that it will ever
mean quite as much to him as it
did to the brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon.
As a couple of quick incidents
one could cite the Lambda Chi
Alpha house that was broken
into last summer and the
destruction of valuables that
followed.' Then there was the
fountain that used to pump in
front of the Fine Arts building
until jello and soap were put in
it so much that it had to be shut
off.
The IFC does not know who to
point the finger at, be it
discontent college students or
some of the local color. The one
thing they do know about it is
that it is not rival fraternities. If
the individual or individuals
involved in-Nhese acts of vandalism, or any that occur in
the future, is apprehended he
should now be advised that if he
is a Murray State student he
will be responsible to university
officials, and the laws of the
city. In the case of a non-student
he will certainly be turned over
to local police. Probably the
best punishment for this type of
act would be for the vandal to be A
caught in the act by members of
the fraternity in which case it
would be a good idea for his
Blue Cross payments to be upto-date.
Rick Moman, President
Inter-Fraternity
Council

MENTAL -HEALTH MATTERS'
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National lnstituteof Mental Health

By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Journalism
Murray State University

Almost traditionally, every
generation has come through
with its unique tales abciut
the "good ole days." Things
are never quite like those
which our parents and grandparents relish telling to each
younger generation. The
thought occurs that this
generation may come up short
on this count. When you look
about and see the mad pace of
the world today, it appears
almost impossible to think of
ever being able to relate the
present good ole days to
children and grandchildren
and have them even compare
closely to the colorful and inspiring stories of the older
generation.
However, there is one
thread of several generations
which remains with us today,
even though it has been
modernized in many ways.
Reference is to barber shops
and to their more modern
counterpart, beauty parlors.
The nearest thing to the
fabled old general store where
men of the community
gathered to swap yarns and
gossip can be found in our
barber shops of today.

Depressive illness

Isn't It The Truth!

Bibl

in "King Lear" II

•

Blood letting is the process
of drawing blood from the
veins in the treatment of
barber's
The
disease.
trademark, a red and white
spiral pole, represents the
bandages with which the barber wrapped his patients after
blood letting.
But the main element of
this traditional old enterprise
is still present. It is one of the
few places where upon entering a man can really relax
and enjoy the atmosphere and
forget the cares of the day.
Barbering is a real personal
service. Barbers have to be
good public relations persons
or they will suffer. They are
wholly dependent upon their
service to customers. Most
barbers become expert conversationalists because it is
natural and almost necessary
to their work.
In one day's listening, conversation in a barber shop
might run from a contest on
telling fishing yarns to how
the government should conduct its foreign policy. And
the people doing the talking
are sincere for the most part.
Human nature is at its best
during barber shop gabfests.

Barbers are interesting
Many things are missing
from the olden scene. Few if people. It is not an easy
any barbers still harmonize ,ajofession. They must have a
away the hours in the famed Ymooth disposition. And they
barber shop quartet fashion. must be able to carry almost
And you won't find too many any conversation which the
barbers who relish shaving customer brings up. Through
a man's whiskers today. Ac- this maze of conversation,
tually, shaving, which was barbers become well versed
once perhaps equal to the with a store of information,
haircut, is fading from the including a multitude of
gossip. But barbers become
barber shop scene.
intelligent persons and in
Historically, the word bar- their many conversations they
ber comes from the Latin learn to eliminate obvious
word, Barba, meaning a gossip and do not. pass it
beard. In the very earliest along.
days, barbers were also
But for a mass of insurgeons and surgeons practiced barbering. During the formation about a comreign of Henry VIII, the two munity, barbers are most
professions were separated, likely to know, perhaps more
although barbers were still than any other person in a
allowed to practice blood let- community, the general
history of goings on.
ting and tooth drawing,

Hospital Report
Collins, Route 1, Hardin. Mrs.
April 8, 1973
Charlotte Marie Borders and
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Carolyn Parish Curry baby girl, Route 5, Benton..
DISMISSALS
and Baby Boy,1.315 Vine Street,
Mrs. Vera 'Pearl Hale, 215
Murray.
South-4Ni, Miirray,--MbertDISMISSALS
Cassity, Sr„ Route 1, Murray,
Mrs. Verla Dee Robinson and Connie Lee Wyatt, Route 1,
Baby Girl, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. Aimo, Jessie W. Wilmurth, 208
Helen Irene Dick and Baby Girl, Moore, Clinton, Mrs. Gloria
Box 34, Lynnville, Mrs. Barbara Love Allbritten, 309 North 6th,
Nell Dugger, Route 3, Murray, Murray, Mrs. Brenda Evon
Master Clint Eric Rollins, Collins, Route 2, Murray, Mrs.
Route 4, Murray, Cecil Outland, Florence Mavel Nunn( expired
Route 7, Murray, Mrs. Patricia 1619 Hamilton, Murray.
B. Johnson, 115 Spruce,
Murray, Sherman Brent
Langston, 1708 Melrose,
Murray, W.B. McCuiston, 1606
Loch Lomond, Murray, Mrs.
Ornrie Mildred Hart, Route 1,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Mary
Lorene Ray, 1602 Parklane,
Murray, Mrs. Octa Geurin, 102
North 6th, Murray, Mrs. Mytrie
Reba Henson, 803 North lath,
Murray, Mrs. Beulah Myrtle
-Robinson, Route-4, Puryear,
Tenn.
April 9, 1973
NURSERY 7
ADULTS 113
-- NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Edna Mae Collins and
baby boy Collins and baby girl

liands, and a rapid stream of
talk about feelings and fears.
Although depressive illness
Bipolar (manic-depressive) illcan show up in many ways.
ness may show itself in up
there are three main categories
and down 'swine a constant
of the illness: neurotic deprescycle of-moods.
sion, psychotic depression...and_.
Involutional depression is
involutional depression.
found usually in the middleNeurotic depression is the
aged. It is characterized by
most common fortel—and the
worry, chronic insomnia, guilt.
mildest form—of depressive
anxiety, agitation, and physical
illness and is brought on by
stressful situations. The af: -complaints.
fected individual shows the
Depression is a major mengenerally _accepted signs of detal disorder contributing to
pressionl low mood, dejection,
loss of health and productivity
low self-esteem, indecisiveness
—sometimes eventuating even
By ('an l Riblet Jr.
a
in suicide.
and anxiety, and possibly some
The data processing systems, three words that do
physical discomfort brought on
These and other facts about
by the illness, such as insomthe work of only one, computer—are a modern
the depressive illnesses are.-,
nia. But neurotic depression is
miracle. Their computations on distance, flight, a complex, not a sienple, illcontained in a new National
stall and splashdown help to sena men to the moon ness.
Institute of Mental Health pubPsychotic depression, the
lication, Learning About Drand hi* them back; their record-keeping on
far more serious type, is even 'pressive ninesNer. The booklet
prices,employment and otherwise, helps to send us more complex.
tells about the signs and -charIn efforts to study and treat
„ to bed with the notion that we do indeed have inacteristics of depression in declinical
researchers
have
it,,
. tail—about research ,and therfor Today-flation-But-all the computers-in-the-world -cannot-.
cmyaiclit
depression
grouped
e
apy, and when help may he
•
help man to blow his nose, wipe his feet, belch after into two types, unipolar and
needed.
bipolar.
dinner and stop snoring. They do, howeverAe)p him
•
„,..7,unadtilar depression aisiec - -- A free single copr-is availAnd ,Orpah kissed her motherAn-law; But Ruth
to blow his top
'show itself in severely With.
able by writing to the National
elave unto her.—Ruth 1:14.
"Touch me With noble anger."
drawn and uncommunicative
Institute of Mental Health,
Mere duty is commonplace; true love is hard to
behavior or in agitated activ5600 Fishers lane,
—William Shakespeare
as
pacing,
wringing
such
find.
ity,
Maryland 20852

No new developments have been reported in the
search of H. W. (Stub) Wilson. popular young
-- Murray businessman who vanished after he left a
" Gadsden. Ala., airport on his way to Terrell, Texas,
piloting_his_two seat Mooney single engine airplane.
Mrs. Willie (Audie) Wilson, age 73, died Yesterday.
Lester G. Nanny has been appointed Postmaster
for Murray by President .John F. Kennedy.
Calloway County High School beat South Marshall
High School 10 to 9 in a baseball game here
yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Dedric Brooks of Joppa, Ill..
announce the engagement and approaching
- marriage of their daughter, Nancy Burrow, to Lt.
James,Franklin Rains, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
'
RItain.5 of Murray.
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Beach-Jones Vows To Be Read

McCuiston-McCarty Engagement
Thursday, April 12
Free Pap Test Clinic will be
held at the Calloway County
Health Center at 6:15 p.m.
Persons must register prior to
the clinic by calling
753-3381
between eight a.m, to four pin.
weekdays.
Woodmen of the World Camp
592 will meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen Hall for its regular
meeting and -efreshments.
Welcome
Wagon
Newcomers Club will meet at the
First Christian Church at 7:30
p.m. for its arts - and crafts
program.

By Abigail Van Buren

Birth Control Seminar with
Mrs. Linda Fay Clark as speaker
will be at Mason Nursing
Building auditorium, MSU, at
seven p.m.
Debbie Day, trumpet, Phelps,
N.Y., will present her junior
recital at the Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU, at seven p.m.
Brass Ensembles Concert,
directed by John E. Williams,
instructor, Department of Music,
Miss Vickie Karen McCuiston
will be at 8:15 p.m. in the Recital
Hall Annex, Price Doyle Fine
Mr. and Mrs. Bill McCuiston of New Concord announce the
Arts Center, MSU.
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Vickie
Karen, to Larry Gene McCarty, son of Mr. and Mrs. Amos McInsight '73 featuring out- Carty, 1010 Doran Road, Murray.
standing speakers will be held at
Miss McCuiston is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High
eight p.m. in Lovett Auditorium, School and is employed at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
MSU. Admission is free to
Mr. McCarty attended Murray High School and is night
students with a charge of two manager of Jerry's Restaurant at Murray. '
dollars each for other persons.
The wedding will be at the New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church on
Friday, May 11, at seven o'clock in the evening. No formal inFriday, April 13 .—
vita tions are being sent and all relatives and friends are invited to- --Insight '73 continues at Lovett attend.
Auditorium, MSIJ, at eight p.m.
The
North
Murray
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Charlie
Robertson, 104 North 17th
Street, at 1:30 p.m.

Calloway Homemakers Council Has
Meet; Reports Given, Conventon---+-

DEAR ABBY: Quite by accident I saw my husband's
car parked in a strange place when he was supposed to be
out of town on business. I hid and waited for him to return,
and several hours later a young girl drove up with Bob in
the car. He kissed her goodby hurriedly, got into his own
car, and drove off. I followed the girl home, rang her
doorbell and told her who I was She was shocked because
she didn't know Bob was married. [She's 22, Bob is 41.1
I then drove home, and Bob acted glad to see me. He
lied about the "business trip" and after giving him enough
rope to hang himself, I told him what I had done. He was
furious with me for "spying" on him, then he stormed out
of the house. I immediately called his mother and told her
the whole story. She very nonchalantly said: "What do you
want ME to do, spank a 41-year old man?"
Bob moved his clothes out of the house and refuses to
have anything to do with me. We have three children who
need a father. I've begged him to forgive me, but he's still
angry Abby, why should I beg HIM to forgive ME? He
stitald be begging ME to forgive HIM. How can I get him
RED EYES
back?
DEAR RED: You may not be able to. Moral: A woman
will forgive an unfaithful husband faster than a man will
forgive an emasculating wife.
DEAR ABBY: I am an 18-year-old girl, recently graduated from high school, and now I have a steady job that
pays well.
I recently moved out of my parents' home to assume
full responsibility for myself and my life.
My problem is this: I am constantly approached ,by
adults who ask me why I left my parents' home. When I
reply: "Because my parents have done so much for me
that I decided it was time I did something for them," they
look at me like I'm crazy.
Abby, that's the way I feel. I think the best way for
children to repay their parents for all they have done is to
become self-supporting and self-sufficient as soon as possible, and relieve parents of the responsibility.
•
In this day and age people are so used to condemning
the youth for doing something wrong, they condemn them
even when they do something right. Or am I wrong?
INDEPENDENT rN OHIO

Miss Phyllis Kaye Beach
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Beach of Alma Route One announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Phyllis
Kaye, to Michael Brittain Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ersel Jones
of Mayfield.
The bride-elect, a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is employed by Louis Mangium, Attorney at Law,
Mayfield. Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Felix Beach of
Murray and Mrs. Maibelle Story, also of Murray.
Mr. Janes, a 1971 graduate of Farmington High School, is
employed by General Tire and Rubber Company, Mayfield. His
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Colon Jones of Kirksey and
Rayburn Brittain and the late Halhe Brittain of Mayfield.
The-wedding will be solemnized on Friday, April 20, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the New Liberty Baptist Church. All
friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Lenten Service Is
Held By Women Of
The Hazel Church
A Lenten candlelight service'
was held by the United
Methodist Women of the Hazel
Church on Tuesday, April 3, at
seven o'clock in the evening in'
the church sanctuary.
Mrs.
Olga
Freeman,
president, presided. Mrs. J.W.
Jones, organist, was in charge,
of the program who said the
purpose was "to renew our faith
by affirming the meaning of the
Crucifixion and resurrection."
On the altar table was a large
cross representing The Christ.
Twelve smaller candles were
placed with six candles at each
side. At the base of each small
candle was placed the card with
the name of one of the disciples
Two robed acolytes, Mary
Jean and Kathy Baker.
daughters of Rev. and Mrs. Jim
Baker, lighted a candle as eact
disciple's name was called
during the program by Mrs.
Freeman.
The program opened by Mrs.
Jim Baker readaig the scripture from Luke 22:1-34 followed
by Mrs. Jones playing the
hymn, "0 Love Divine."
Mrs. Freeman presented a
special narrative on the observance of the Passover by the
disciples naming each one and
giving special facts about each
one. This special observance is
what is now known as "Maundy
Thursday" by religious groups.
During the business •session
Mrs. H.A. Newport read the
minutes and called the roll. The
closing prayer was led by Mrs.
Jim Baker.
Mrs. J.R. Taylor, present,
served refreshments to the
fourteen members present.

District Parent-Teacher Association
Has Meet At Mayfield; Awards Are Given

The
Calloway
County May. It was decided the group
The Forty-Seventh annual Teachers.
Homemakers Council met would go to Opryland in Nashspring conference of the First
Mrs. Earles was presented a
Monday, April 9, at ten o'clock ville.
District
Parent-Teacher plaque from Paducah City
in the morning in the assembly
The homemakers indicated
Association was held in Council for her outstanding
room of the Extension Office on their suppart for the conMayfield on Thursday night, at work in P.T.A and in youth
Maple Street.
struction of a barge terminal
the high school auditorium.
work. A certificate was also
Mrs.
DEAR INDEPENDENT: Not every 18-year-old chick is
Alfred --in
-0)r, facility on Kentucky Lake by The three local e'ementary presented to Mrs. Douglas
able to leave the nest and become sell-sufficient and se,1tpresident, presided at the Hutson Chemical Company. _
schools, Washington, Charles Carneal in appreciation of her
supporti-ft., but those who are deserve congratulations not
business meeting. Roll call was
Mrs. Wrather made anWhitnell, president; East outstanding work in P.T.A in
.criticism.
answered by sixteen of the nouncements of Extension
Saturday, April 14
College, Douglas Carneal, the First District. Also, Mrs.
twenty-three
clubs.
Mrs.
Gary
Spring luncheon of MSU
events. There will be' a Basic
president; and Longfellow, Ron -Clovis Copeland, retiring
DEAR ABBY: I was taught that if you didn't have
Women's Society will be held at Key, secretary-treasurer, gave Sewing Lesson after the fair in
Gentry, vice president, were treasurer, was given a cersomething, you did withOut it, but we have neighbors who
Kenlake Hotel at 12:30 p.m. her reports.
hosts for the occasion.
July, Men's Suits in August, and
tificate of appreciation for her
Members who attended the a lesson on Tin Can Art on April __ .,1:043rrow, borrow, borrow and, never return anything, and I
Mail reservations by April 12 to
Mrs. Douglas Carneal was in long years of service on the
Don't let our low prices lead you
am
sick
of
it.
State
Convention
held in 24 at 9:30 a.m.
Mrs. Charles Harrington.
charge of registration, which district board.
ti believe you're buying less than
When they moved in next door they asked if they could 'began at 7 p.m. Mrs. Melvin
Lexington on March 21-23 gave,
Fremont School, in Mcthe best Mother Goose specializes
Those attending the meeting
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 a brief talk on the learnin/
borrow, our phone until they got theirs Well, it has been _ Earles,_ president of
shaesiudy so top,.
the First , Crarken County, was awarded a
Order of the Eastern Star will sessions they attended.-- 'were' Mrs. Newell Dmres,
they
still
five mbralis and
don't have their own phone, and I • District called the meeting to silver tray for having the most
quality can go into every pair
Coldwater;
Mrs.
Dan
Cunsponsor a chicken supper at the
others
just can't meet.
at
prices
Members were as follows:
doubt if they. even ordered one.
order at 7:30 o'clock.
representatives to the conLet our expert child,txttext show—
Temple Hill Masonic Hall with Leadership—Mrs. Alfred ningham, Contemporary; Mrs.
They started using our baby's stroller, and now they
The salute to the flag was ference.
you why Mother Goose is better.
serving to be from five to eight Taylor;
Human
Un- Irene Mitchuson, Dexter; Mrs.
use it more than we do It's a good one which I bought
given by Cadette Girl Scout
At the conclusion of the
p.m. The public is invited.
Eugene
Nance,.
Harris_rirOVe;„____—secondhand for $7 thru an ad in the newspapar,and they —MST 84, wtiO4 leader Is Ws.
derstanding—Mrs.
Judy..
meeting, a social- hour was held
could get one the same u'ay if they tried.
Cunningham and Mrs. Ruby Mrs. Hardiman Miller, New
Earl Taylor, and the Rev. in the school cafeteria, with
I won't even mention the light bulbs, cigarets, coffee,_ —Heston Milligan, pastor of the
James Campen Chapter of Harrell; Foods, Nutrition and Providence, and Cultural
Mrs. Jerry Bruce in charge of
Kentucky Society, Sons of the Health—Mrs. Kenneth Owen; Development County Chairand other things they have borrowed and never returned.
First PreSbyterian Church, arrangements.
man;
Mrs.
Terry
Housden,
What should we do? If we were as crude as they were
Argerican Revolution, will have Consumer
Englightenment—
gave the devotional.
TAKEN ADVANTAGE OF
wouldn't have a problem
a 12 noon luncheon at the Mrs. Gary Key, Mrs. Brent Family Life County Chairman;
Special entertainment for the
Mrs.
John
Workman,
North
Triangle Inn. All members are Butterworth and Mrs. Mary
evening was furnished by the
DEAR TAKEN If you don't cut off the easy supply,
Murray;
Mrs.
May
Alice
Gee,
Gertzen.
urged to attend.
Girls' Ensemble, of
Junior
they'll continue to take advantage of you indefinitely. Simply
The Council decided to send Paris Road; Mrs. Ernest
Mayfield High School, under the
BORDERS GIRL
able
to
them
anything
anymore.
are
not
lend
tell
them
you
Madrey
and
Mrs.
Ruby
Harrell,
A rummage sale will be held four members of the Chorus to a
William
direction of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Borders of
crude.
Just
be
firm.
You
needn't
be
Penny;
Mrs.
Ruth
Weston,
at the American Legion Hall State Chorus Workshop to be
Keith.
Benton Route Five are the
starting at seven a.m., spon- held in Bardstown in August. Pottertown; Mrs. Virginia
Barney Thweatt, principal of parents of a baby girl, Stefanie
You'll feel better if you get it off your chest.
Problems?
Henry,
South
Murray;Mrs.
Members
offered
their
sored by the UnitedMethodist
School, Marie, weighing eight pounds
Mayfield
High
Par a personal reply, write is ABBY: Box No. MN, L. A..
Women of Martin's Chapel suggestions for the annual Hilda Orr, South Pleasant
welcomed the conference to six ounces., born on Monday,
Grove;
Mrs.
Holmes Dunn,
Calif. NON. Eaciose stamped. seV-addressed envelope,
spring tript to be held in April or
Church.
Mayfield, and extended another April 9, at 9:36 a.m. at the
Suburban; Mrs. Dan Kelly, —
please.
invitation when the new high Murray-Calloway County
Sunnyside; Mrs. Gary Key,
school is completed.
Hospital.
Wadesb6ro; Mrs. Shirley
TIVTP.IPNIP"."
41"1"
Pages for the evening were
The new father is employed at
Grasty,
Welcome
Wagon;
Mrs.
4
/P4,
Long Sleeve
the Washington Elementary Crounse Corporation, Paducah.
90
Alvin Usrey, West Side and
School cheerleaders, who were
'‘‘ •1 s
Grandparents are Mr. and
Shirts
Company Home Furniture
•‘09
1•
‘
1
introducted by Mrs. Jack Stone. Mrs. Virgil Borders of Benton
Chairman; Mrs. Bessie Perry,
During the roll-call, each and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Allen of
Cheerful; and Mrs. Alfred
local unit president gave a one- Benton Route Five.
Taylor, president.,
minute report on the activities
Mr. and Mrs. Coy L. Hale of
sliqts
and accomplishments of their
504 Main
215 South 15th Street, Murray,
school for the 1972-73 school
rietki.
Mrs. J. B. Burkoen
are today, April 12, observing
Behind Peoples Bank
year.
Phone
71.111117
or
151-4547
their sixtieth wedding anThe speaker for the evening,
SEE US FOR EASTER!
niversary.
Dr. Jack Rose, of Murray State
The couple plans a quiet day
University, was introducted by
at their home due to the illness
' Mrs. Douglas Bowden. Dr. Rose
THE FRAGRANCE CAPABLE OF
of Mrs. Hale. They resided at
spoke of "The Public Attitude
EXPRESSING WHAT A WOMAN IS
their
farm
It's
Imhome near the Oaks
Toward Education.;
Mayfield
Mrs. Laurah
CAPABLE OF FEELING
plications for Communication.'
celebrated her 91st birthday Country Club before moving to
BY HELENA RUBINSTEIN
The 'following awards were
with a dinner on March 27 at the Murray. t
during
the
evening:
presented
home of her daughter, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Hale have three
Members of the Murray- cultural arts, by Mrs. Chester
Jewel Howard arid Mr. Howard. sons, Lennis, Hilton, and
Lose 5 Lbs. Per Week!
Calloway County Shrine Club Grant; smoking posters, by
The 91 year old lady was the Charles Hale, all of Murray.
Miracle diet plans insult your intelligence. You
and their familes attended the Mrs.
Bowden;
Douglas
recipient of many cards and
Their four grandchildren are monthly fellowship breakfast publicity book, by Mrs. Darell
didn't get fat overnight and,you won't get slim
her
apgifts
and
expressed
Hale,
otherwise
is
you
Angela
promises
Anybody
that
Steve
overnight.
Hale and
held at Trenholm's Restaurant Elrod; Hazel Bennett mempreciation for the.. thought- both of Murray, Dr. Gerald D. on Sunday. April 8, at nine
after your money. You want to lose weight not
bership plaque by Mrs. Perry
fulness of her family and Hale of Clever, N.H., and Miss o'clock in the morning.
money. Right?
Norsworthy-, membership
friends.
Barbara Hale of Paducah.
Thousands of men and women have lost weiglit
Those attending were Al awards, by Glynn Wilson; local
grandchildren
ThOse present were Mr. and Their three great
Lindsey, David Cooper, James and district awards, by Mrs,
with the "Fat Bey" diet. U.S. Air Force,Flight surMrs. Edwin Warren, Mr. and are Vicki Lynn, Rick Alan, and C. Williams, Charles Lowry, Perry Smith.
geons and dietitians recommend the "Fat" Boy"
Mrs. Howard, and Mrs. Braian David Hale, all of Wayne Doran, Buford Hurt, Mr.
diet. It is a no starvation diet an average person can
Officers elected and installed
Dover, N.H.
traveling.
If
Mayfield.
work,
or
while
home,
at
and Mrs. Edsel Beale, Mr. and by Mrs. Frank Kolb, Jr., past
follow
easily
Mrs. Norman Klapp, Mr. and president of the 'First District,
fad diets were everything they claim (frankly
Mrs. Don Robinson and son, were: president, Mrs. Melvin
they're not!), the Air Force would use them and not
Larry, Mr. and Mrs. William E. Earles; first vice president,
the "Fat Boy" diet. Common sense tells you the
Moffett, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Mrs. Perry NorswOrthy; second
U.S. Air Force research facilities are superior to
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace — Vice president, Mrs. Pat Allen
Jones,
advantage
promoter.
Take
diet
those of a mere fad
Ford and daughters,AKim and Cooper, secretary, Mrs. Perry
Courant is as fresh and subtle
of their research — after all, your taxes paid for it.
APRIL 15 — The Rev. Bobby E. Roberts,
Kelley, Mrs Wylie Trenholm, Smith; treasurer, Mrs. Douglas
and richly feminine as you are.And we
"Fat Bey" diet money-back guarantees a loss of
Denice Story and Marlene Bowden.
Clinton (Sunday)
think it expresses you beauthfulty. Courant. now
5 lbs, per week. That is 20 lbs. in only 30 days —
Farrell, the latter guests of the
The First Digtrict7 Board of
- in'a gpe,;i111 11
APRIL 16 — The Rev. Kenneth Helton,
/
4 or. Spray Mist, ONLY 2.50.
that's really a lot! Try lifting 20 lbs. sometime. If
Kolb
family.
presented
Mrs.
Ford
Managers
you are tired of carrying your extra weight, you
Paducah
(Monday)
with a district past president's
.
Central
owe it to yourself to try the "Fat Boy" diet.
scoops of vanilla ice pin, and Mrs. Pat Allen Cooper
fop'
APRft.
17
—
The
Rev.
W.
W.
Morris.
cash
—
Service)
Shopping
,
Rush
for
Send only $2.00 ($2.25
cream with crushed pineapple was presented a life memWickliffe (Tuesday)
.is O.K. — to Raven International, P.O. Box 3773,
Nice
hi
Center
bership in the Kents,kcky
and macadamia nuht .
Dept. FB,Santa'Barbara, Califollia 9405.
serve after a curry supper
'Congress of Parents t and
The American Legion and
Auxiliary will meet at the
Legion Hall, South 6th and
Maple Streets, at seven p.m. A
Post Service officer will be at
the hall from five to seven p.m.
to help veterans and their
dependents with problems.

Mother Goose Shoes

The
Youth Shop

U.S. AIR FORCE
"FAT BOY" DIET

HEAR OUTSTANDING PREACHING NIGHTLY1
First Christian. Church 7:30

.
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To Be
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Away

12 32- TREAD DEPTH
for outstanding mileage
PLY POLYESTER CORD
4 fun piies of polyester for
smooth ride and long mite

78 SERIES DESIGN
Puts more tread in contact
with tr.• road

8941.

C76-14 $21.93 * 078.13 $24.93
I76-14 $22.95
1478-15 $23.95
776-14 $23.93
J76-15 $26.93
0711-14 $24.93
1.76-15 $26.95
H76-14 $23.93

One Of The Widest Wide
Duals. Measures 9.5" Across
The Tread And Is 10 Ribs Wide.

WHEELS
14x6
Complete
With Center
And Lug Nuts

Starting At
New Car Single
whitewall
4 ply,fread
2 ply
SIZES
MI/fon E78-14

_cord
2 ply

IMO WARD
"INDY CHAMP"

F18-14
171-14
178-14
178-15
I171-11
J71-11
L78-15

PRICE

$18.95*
$20.95

0R70-13
ER70-14
FR70-14
GR70-14
HR70-14
FR70-15
GRID-15
HR70-15
JR70-15
1.R70-15.

$21.95
$22.94
$21.95
$22.95
$23.95
$24.95

$39.34*
$42.50
$11.83
$49.64
$54.11
$44.634'
$51.87
$56.87
$59.59
$63.16

Also Available
Sizes Up To •
15 X 10

UNIROYAL HAS MADE MORE STEEL BELTED RADIALS
THAN ALL OTHER AMERICAN. TIRE MF. PUT TOGETHER.
ERis-14
$42.50
FR78-11 .
G R7t- 11
11 R 78- 11

$14.63
S41.66
$54.11

01174-is ..
14674.15 .

$S6.87

r JR713•L R 711- 15

$51.54
$63.16

All Tire Prices Plus F.E.T. '1.93 to '3.77
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Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 - Sat. 7:30-5:00

Grasi-ls4mmorta4 But Needs S
By Nevyle Shackelford
UK College of Agriculture
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Grass,
as an essayist one wrote, is the
forgiveness of Nature—her
constant benediction. Forests
decay, harvests perish, flowers
vanish, but grass remains
immortal.
This, is in a broad sense, is
true but when it comes to
having a nice grassy lawn
around the home, Mother
Nature often needs some help
and spring is the time to come to
her assistance.
In the words of L. P. Stoltz,
turf specialist at the University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture, there are three
ways of helping out — fertilizing, mowing, and weed
control, each of which relates to
the other two.
As a minimum, says Stoltz, a
lawn should be fertilized once in
the spring and once in late
summer or early fall. Now that
spring is here again and grass is
- beginning to grow rapidly, it
stands in need of nutrients.
The standard rate of fertilizing a lawn is 1 pound of
nitrogen per 1,000 square feet of
lawn space. The numbers on a
fertilizer bag indicate the
percent by weight of nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium,
usually designated by the
initials N,P,and K. Therefore, a
bag of 20-10-5 fertilizer contains
20 percent nitrogen, 10 percent
phophorus, and 5 percent
potassium.
To obtain 1 pound of nitrogen,
5 pounds of this fertilizer will be
needed. If 104-4- fertilizer is
used, 10 pounds will be required
per 1,000 square het
linttn
area.
Weigh out the amount needed
for each panel of the lawn and
apply evenly. To avoid burn,
apply the fertilizer only when
the grass is dry. This added
fertilization will stimulate a
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thicker, greener lawn — one
that will require extra mowing.
To have a thick, luxuriant
lawn, it must be mowed, not
when the owner can get around
to it, but when the grass reaches
the proper height and needs to
be cut. The rule for mowing is
this: remove no more than from
25 to 35 percent of the leaf area
at one time. A bluegrass lawn
maintained at Di inches should
be mowed before it becomes 2
inches tall. If maintained at 2
inches, mow at or before it
reaches a height of Pis inches. A
mowing height of lks inches minimum is best for
Kentucky bluegrass — and
never, never mow to close. This
causes severe shock and death
of many grass plants and makes
for thin, weedy lawns, Stoltz
says.
If cultural practices are faithfully carried out the need for
weed control will be minimal,
since weeds cannont very well
thrive in a thick, well
maintained lawn. However, if
the turf has not reached this
status, it may be necessary to
use seleitive weed-killing
chemicals.
One of the most widespread
lawn plant pests is crabgrass
that will quickly invade any
thin, closely mowed bluegrass
lawn. Chemiclas recomineended to prevent crabgrass
from germinating and growing
are dacthal, benefin, bensulide,
and siuron. These chemicals
are packaged and sold by
various companies under their
'bwn trade names. Check the
active ingredients label on the
package to be sure of what is
being purchased. Since formulations may vary, follow the
application rates recommended
on the package These materials
are most effective if applied
before crabgrass germinates.
For northern and eastern
Kentucky, dependent upon the
type of spring weather con-

Ir:

ditions, apply before April 10; in
western Kentucky, these
materials should be aroolied
before April 1, but if this job
was riot done by then, Stoltz
recommends doing it immediately.
Broadleafed weeds, such as
dandelion, plantain, and henbit,
may be controlled with 2, 4-D,
diczunba, and silvex, or combinations of these chemicals.
hese combinations are most
effective while the weeds are
growing rapidly and more than
one application is usually
needed. It should be remembered, though, that chemicals
are stopgap controls — the best
method for producing a nice

•

elp

lawn is through proper cultural
practices such as fertilizing,
mowing, and watering.
Stoltz points out that county
Extension agents have detailed
information on lawn care and
will be glad to answer your
questions.

Armed services IS
_
maintaining
communications
The Department ox Defense
and the U.S. military services
issued more than 1,440 periodicals last year, according to
the Tax Foundation, which
quotes Sen. J. W. Fulbright.

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, APRIL 13, 1973
Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS
your birthday comes and find (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
what your outlook is, according
Streamline operations to
to the stars.
meet present needs. Some
ARIES
former activities may have to
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) °(14/--be dropped if they are not
Superiors should be receptive producing. But do not drop
to your ideas now Advance projects now running smoothly.
your best ones — but tactfully, CAPRICORN
of course. Romance and travel ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
also favored.
beneficent,
Saturn,
TAURUS
stimulates new ideas and some
tj
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
revised thinking in important
and matters. A good day for
happiness
Both
satisfaction can be found in revitalizing old projects, upyour own surroundings. Curb dating methods.
restlessness. The confusions of AQUARIUS
the untried could • prove (Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
disconcerting.
If planning changes, make
GEMINI
certain first that they are for
.1 41i the better; also that they meet
0:
(May 22 to June 21) 161
Generous planetary in- with the approval of others
fluences favor new un- involved
dertakings, with remunerative PISCES
returns indicated. Ceast is clear (Feb 20 to Mar. 201 )(C
r
for ACTION.
You can accomplish a great
CANCER
deal now, but don't go too far
(June 72 to July 73)
out on the proverbial limb.
now.
Don't rely on "hunches"
Recognize your limitations and
Instinct only aids when backed don't
the
for
strive
by knowledge, study, ex- unreasonable
perience. Seek facts.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are
,q
1,
ft
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
endowed with great force and
for review,
period
A
determination; are a born
reevaluation of your present leader, but often highly unstatus. Make certain that you predictable. You would make
are quite sure of what you want. an excellent executive but,
VIRGO
because of a tendency toward
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) Wri\ "bossiness,"
nat
would
A new venture ahead^ Don't necessarily be a popular one.
forget that the advance plan- You could also make an ,iutning and first moves are vitally standing lawyer, statesman or
important. Don't let "tradition" teacher. On the artistic side,
keep you from trying a new you have a close affinity for
approach.
music and should try to
LIBRA
cultivate this talent — if not to
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 13)
follow as a career, to provide a
You may encounter what highly satisfying avocation.
seems to be undue opposition. Birthdate of: Thomas JefTake whatever steps are ferson, 3rd Pres., U.S.A Lily
necessary to overcome it, but do Pons, operatic diva.
not mistake serious inquiry or
. .
discussion for hostility.
YOUR PERSONAL NOROS..OPE
SCORPIO
FOR 1973 For a personal
Pegg
forecast on health, wealth, love ond
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
marriage, sand 51 00 plus 15 cents .11
Do not scatter energies and
coin for• postage and hancoing to
Horellcop• Book Department Box 173
you will be able to do a dandy
Old Cheese' Station. Haw York. N
10011, nventionbng iRIS rl•ww•10.0.1W
job at whatever is expected of
PT•rit Your NAME, ADDRESS slim
you. better-than-average
ZIP, and DATE OF BIRTH (to Co sure
you get the rIgnt Mrilicast tor your
planetary help
zodiac sign)

41314:;)
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To my many friends of Murray and Calloway County:
I want to thank each of you for your confidence in me
expressed by your vote when you elected me as your
Jailer before.
I pledge to each of you that if I am elected again,
your confidence in me will not be misplaced.
Please take this as my earnest and sincere appeal for
your vote and support on May 29, 1973, for Jailer of
Calloway County.
I hope to see each of you personally. If I fail to see
you, it will be because of my duties and obligations to
my job.
I pledged to you before that the cleanliness, beauty
and attractiveness of the court house and lawn would
be a matter of prime importance to me.
I believe you will agree that I have kept that promise
since the proof is there.
I promised fair and impartial treatment for all
persons within my custody. I have done my best to
keep that promise also.
The importance of prisoner treatment cannot be over
emphasized!
A great many persons who receive jail terms are
young first offenders.
The treatment, temperament and understanding of
your jailer can affect this person's attitude for years to
come.
If elected, I prorrfise to continue to do my very best
and I will show my gratefulness with four more years
of hard work on your behalf.
Now more than ever before this job needs an experienced man.
More difficult problems and crimes are arising
daily
It is my belief that if you do not need an experfenta
man for this job, you do not need experience for any
job
Experience on the fob itself is what qualifies a
person.
Please honor me. a qualified man, with your vote
A matron is also required around the clock to care
for the female prisoners. My wife Maybelle serves in
this capacity She, too, must have the same
qualifications as the Jailer himself
To you who do not know me; I will be glad to talk with
you to answer any questions you may want to ask Or.
ask someone who does know me
MY RECORD SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
'Vire ahd hiffuence deeply appreefirted.
—
Sincerely yours,
HUEL C.(WIMPY I JONES
Paid Political advertising. Paid for by Huel Jonec
Box S51, Murray. KV 1
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NA TIMBER
FOR SALE
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale one tract of
standing, marked, hardwood timber located in Qalloway
County, Kentucky.
This tract is located in the Blood River Bottom south of
Kentucky Highway 121, about 102 mile from New Concord.
Kentucky. The timber for sale on this 34.6-acre tract is
estimated to be 157,626 board feet.
Sealed bids for the sale orthis timber will be received by
the Tennessee Valley Authority, 202 West Blythe Street,
Paris, Tennessee, until 10:00 am.,CDT,May 1, 1973
Parties interested in inspecting the timber should contact
the above office. Bid forms and detailed information
be obtained from the Manager, Western District, Divisiiir.
of Reservoir Properties, 202 West Blythe Street, Pans
Tennessee 38242, telephone t01-642-2041.

'Kentucky Day' TO. Be
Held At Ft Campbell

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.—
"Kentucky Day" will be one of
the major highlights of the 101st
Airborne Division's "Week of
the Eagles," May 19-25 at Ft.
Campbell, Ky.
Honoring the close ties between the 101st Screaming
Eagles and their Blue Grass
State neighbors, Kentucky Day
is scheduled for May 21.
The day's activities will begin
with a review by the Division
Artillery at 10 a.m. at Campbell
Army Airfield. During the
colorful ceremony, visiting
state dignitaries will be
honored by their military hosts.
At 11 a.m.,a demonstration of
the
airmobile
divisions
capabilities will be conducted to
help illustrate to the civilian
visitors how the 101st can move
its men and equipment from one
area to another on short notice
and over almost any kind of
terrain. The division's basic
aircraft for such moves, the
helicopter, will be featured in
• •
A
the demonstration. Besides
watching the aircraft, weapons
and equipment at work in the
OUTSTANDING STUDENTS—Donna L. Jones of Murray and air, the visitors will be able to
David A. Franklin of Louisville were recognized Sunday, April 8, take a closer look at the
during Honors Day at Murray State University as the outstanding machines in a static display on
senior woman and man. Miss Jones, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. the ground. In addition, an
Donald E. Jones of 1608 Keeneland in Murray, is an elementary
exciting skydiving exhibition by
education major with a minor in mathematics. She is a member members of the Ft. Campbell
of Alpha Sigma Alpha social sorority. Franklin, son of W.S. Sport Parachute Club will be
Franklin of 9015 Poplar Level Road in Louisville, was also chosen performed to round out the
as the outstanding senior student in the department of morning's activities.
management. An Alumni Association scholarship winner as a
Lunch will be served in the
freshman, he Is a member of Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity artillery mess halls and the
and Omicron Delta Kappa leadership and scholarship honor civilians will have the opsociety. Both Miss Jones and Franklin are listed in "Who's Who portunity to sample some
In American Colleges and Universities" and are members of genuine "Army chow." During
Alpha Chi national honor society for scholarship. Both will the aftei moil hours, tours will
graduate Magna Cum Laude.
be conducted at many of ,the
Photo by Wilson Woolley ) major infantry, artillery,
aviation, support, engineer, and
signal units throughout the post.
Coldwater News . . .
Some of the displays which will

ti

Many Homes Have Visitors During
The Past Week; Mrs. Watson III
By Mrs. Ophella Baize!!
April 6, 1,73 _
Sunday guests orfeir. and
Mrs. Delbert Newsome and
daughters were Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Bartell and Mrs. Lillie
Bartell.
Mrs. Ruth Watson has
returned to the home of her
sister and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Bun Hughes and children, and is
improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pendergrass and sons were recent
guests of Mr and Mrs. Flavil
Pendergrass.
Mrs. Kathryn Ovey was a
Friday gnest of Miss Carlene
Lamb. Mr. and Mrs. Virgle
Bridges were Sunday afternoon
callers. Others have called.
Saturday afternoon callers of
Mrs. Mattie Jones and Miss
Lois Marine were Miss Treva,
Peay, Mrs. Hattie Watson, Mrs.
Myrtle Lowenthal', Mrs.
Dolphus Christenberry and
Mrs. Ophelia Bazzell. Others
have called.
Everett Bazzell and his
mother visited Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Smith recently.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Car Hopkins were Mr. and Mrs.
Jennings Turner, Kenneth
Hopkins and children, and Mr.
and Mrs. Robertson of Kirksey.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins
were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Cody Darnell. Mrs.
Hopkins was a guest of her
brother. Truman Turner and
Mrs. Turner one afternoon the
past week.
Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Christenberry were
Wilson
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Christenberry and Mr. and Mrs.
Dolphus Christenberry. Others
have called.
Mrs. G.L. Bazzell and others
were Saturday afternoon
caUers for Mrs. Cletie Black
and Mrs. Martha Adams.
Recent guests of mine were
Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Richie, Mr.

SPECIAL '72 MODEL SALE
GT-7501
1,390

lb

GT-380J
860

14
4
74
fr44
1/
p
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= 007
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* VOTE FOR *

and Mrs. James Cooper and
sons, Mr. and Mrs. B.A. Davis,
Mrs. Lyman Dixon and Charlie
F Arnett.,Others have called.
Mr. and Mrs. Novell Pendergrass visited Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Barnhill and daughter
Friday.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Novell Pendergrass were Mrs.
7.elma Thompson, Mrs. Neva
Sullins, Mrs. W. Waddill, Mrs.
Cassie Sullins, and Mrs, Opal
Morgan, all sisters of Mrs.
Pendergass.
This Wednesday guests were
Mrs. Lillie Jackson, Mr. and
Mrs. Dalton Henson and
daughter and Mr. and Mrs. Opal
Morgan.
Mrs. Cletie Black spent
Tuesday night and Wednesday
with Mrs. Sarah M. Sanderson.

HAFFORD
JAMES
for

SHERIFF
For Honesty,
Courage 8 Sincerity

Folks, don't consider just now, consider who will
be the best man for the *ler the next four
years.
Your Vote and Influence Will 8.
Greatly Appreciated
( Paid Political Advertising, Paid for by Hafford James.
22 So. 12th)

ARE YOU

014

iHOUSEd RICH
CASH a1300R?
You Can Convert Built-Up Equity
In Your House Into

CASH!!
See Us Today

All Other
'72 Models

*IENCEI*

be provided are engineering
equipment, parachute rigging
and packing, artillery, infantry
weapons, and tactical vehicles.
Buses will be available to
transport visitors to and from'
the tour and display areas.
Other major events of the
"Week of the Eagles" will be
Armed Forces Day '73 ( May
19), Tennessee Day (May 23)
and Old Timers' Days (May 24
and 25). Armed Forces Day will
feature special offerings for
local community residents,
retirees and military dependents. Old Timers' Days is
designed to host former
members of the division.
Honored guests will be former
division and component unit
commanders.
The soldiers themselves have
their own activities scheduled
for the week. Instead of the
usual duties and training, they
will be engaging in all types of
military and athletic competitions. Among these will be
such tests of skill and endurance as parachute jumping,
squad battle drills, orienteering, volleyball, handball,
swimming, track and field
events.
Ft. Campbell officials encourage Kentucky residents to
try to visit the home of the
Screaming Eagles during the
Week of the Eagles. They can
get a first-hand look at the
operations of the U.S. Army
and possibly help develop 'a
better relationship between the
military and civilian communities.

For a

Second Mortgage & Mortgage Loan

(Sorry, No Trade-Ins at These Prices)

LOVER 70 NEW SUZUKIS IN STOCKHI
Open:
Mon.-Sat 84

Suzuki,afStreetParis -Fader/ Trained
East Wood
Service Dept

Paris, Tenn.
P..

ase Industrial
403 Maple Street

Phone 753-7861
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Little Known Phil Hennigan
Saves Mets' Win Over Cards
By KEN RAPPOPORT ,
Associated Press Sports Writer
The New York Mets needed a
stopper to get the last out of
the game and in came Phil
Hennigan. Phil Hennigan?
Normally, you'd expect Tug
McGraw in a situation like
that. But this was one of those
rare instances where the highsalaried relief pitcher needed
help himself.
•
McGraw, who had entered
the game in the eighth inning
in relief of starter Jerry Koosman, couldn't survive the ninth
as the Cardinals scored a run
before bowing 5-4 to Bennigan's
clutch pitching.
"I was wild, plus I was
high," said McGraw. "I'm always disappointed when I don't
get the job done, of course. But
it's Ake to have Hennigan
break the ice. It's encouraging
to know you can get help from
another guy."
In the other National League
garnes, the Atlanta Braves defeated the San Diego Padres 81; the Cincinnati Reds turned
psdi the Los Angeles Dodgers
44 and the San Francisco Giants nipped the Houston Astros
5-4.
American League results:
Baltimore 3, Detroit 1; New
York 4, Cleveland 0; Kansas
City 9, Texas 6; Oakland 12,
Chicago 2 and California 4,
Minnesota 1.
It was one of those familiar
scenes in St. Louis with
McGraw coming in from the
bullpen in the late innings to
preserve a 5-3 lead. The star
left-hander issued a walk and a
single in the eighth inning before working out of trouble,
then made more problems for
himself in the ninth.
He gave up a single to Jose
Cruz, a walk to Tim McCarver
and a two-out single to Ted Sizemore that scored the Cardinals' fourth run.
— • •-."
Then New York Manager
Yogi BetTa looked to the bull-

Racers Are Entered
In Dogwood Relays

pen, something he usually at-bats, came in the sixth indoesn't do with McGraw on the ning and provided insurance for
Atlanta righthander Gary Genmound.
"I 'can't keep going to try, who pitdiod a six-hitter.
McGraw all the time," said
Dave Johnson had three sinBerra. "Besides, we wanted to gles and drove in two runs in
find out what Hennigan could the Braves' 12-hit attack
against loser Clay Kirby and
do."
Murray State University
three other San Diego pitchers. track coach Bill Cornell, will
Hennigan, obtained from
Tony Perez and Cesar Gero- take 12 trackmen with him
Cleveland in an off-season
nimo
smacked consecutive Saturday to participate in the
trade, came into the game with
men on first and second and in- home runs and Joe Morgan Dogwood Relays that are to be
held at Knoxville, Tennessee.
duced Bernie Carbo to lift a fly tripled home a tun to key a
Twenty to thirty teams are
long-ball
attack
that
carried
to Rich Chiles in center for the
Cincinnati past Los Angeles. expected to participate in the
game-ending out.
Don Gullett secured his first meet and among them will be
Hank Aaron drove in three victory of the season, limiting all the Ohio Valley Conference
runs with the 674th homer of the Dodgers to six hits in eight Schools, the University of
his career to lead Atlanta's vic- innings. Pedro Borbon and Tom Tennessee, University of
tory. It was the first of the sea- Hall finished up after Gullett Kentucky, Auburn, University
son for Aaron, in pursuit of injured his left foot in the of Michigan, and Georgia Tech.
Babe Ruth's record 714 homers. ninth.
_,.. _Participating for Murray in
The blast, Aaron's first in 13
the field events will be : Don
San Francisco whipped HousWright, a freshman from
ton on Willie McCovery's twoCraig
Ontario;
Guelph,
run homer in the bottom of the
Segerlin, a freshman from
ninth. The Giant slugger hit his
Sinclairville, N.Y.; Granville
game-winning shot off reliever
Buckley, a senior from Criox,
Mike Cosgrove after a leadoff
Virgin Isles.
walk to Chris Sprier.
Entries for Murray in the

Pro Cage
Playoffs

By The Associated Press _ NBA Playoffs
All Starting Times EST
All Best-of-7 Series
Conference Semifinals
Wednesday Games
Eastern Conference
Boston 108, Atlanta 101, Boston leads 3-2
Thursday's Games
No games scheduled
Friday's Games
East Conference
Boston at Atlanta 8:05 p.m.
_
•
.
ABA
All Best-of-7 Series
Division Championships
Wednesday's Game
East Division
Kentucky 113, Carolina 103,
Kentucky leads 1-0
Thursday's Game
West Division
kridiana at Utah, 1st game,
-S:35 p.m.
Friday's Games
No games scheduled

-Celtics Down Hawks
To Take Series Lead

REMEMBER TO:
1. Vote fora man who is AVAILABLE FULL TIME.
• 2. Vote for a man who has been PROPERLY
TRAINED.
•• •
3. Vote for a man who has ADEQUATE EXPERIENCE.
4. Vote for a man who is QUALIFIED'

Three Tough
Teams Await
MSU Netters

Murray Girl Playing
For SW Tennis Team

Paid for by Buel E. Stalls Campaign Committee, Buel E.
, Stalls. Jr., Treas., P.O. Box 69, Murray.,-K Mucky 42071.

ris
4.

running events will be Mike
Campbell, a sophomore from
Kingston, Jamaica; Lester
Flax, a freshman from St.
John's Antigua; Rod Harvey, a
freshman from Montrose,
Illinois: Pat Francis, a junior
from St John's, Antigua; Cuthbert Jacobs, a sophomore from
St. John's Antigua; Randy
Norris. a freshman from
Evansville, Ind.; Ashman
Samuels, a senior from
Kingston, Jamaica; and Fred
Sowerby, a senior from St.
John's, Antigua.
The following weekend, April
21, Middle Tennessee will invade Murray in a crucial OVC
will be
meet. The meet
Murray's last home performance of the season and
Coach Cornell says "This meet
will have an important bearing
on our final standing in the OVC
since we're in a scramble for
second place with Middle, and
Eastern."
Murray finished second in a
meet with Western and
Memphis State last weekend by
amassing a total of 42 points
next to Western's 101 points.
Memphis State scored 35 points
in the meet.
Murray's only standouts in
the meet were Fred Sowerby,
who sprinted to victory in the
440 dash with a time of 48.1
seconds and Mike Campbell
who placed third in the same
event with a 48.7, his personal
best for the event.

lead in the best-o(-7 series and
for thern it's: three,down, one
to go.
In Wednesday's only other
basketball action, Kentucky defeated Carolina 113-103 to take
a 1-0 advantage in the ABA's
Eastern Division finals.
Tonight Utah and Indiana
will meet in the opening game
of the ABA's Western Division
finai.s at Salt Lake City.
Just like their co-tenants at
the Boston Garden, the Bruins,
the Celtics were missing an important element in their attack.
When the Brahns aren't skating
they're losing. Likewise, when
the Celtics aren't running
they're in trouble.
In the first half the. Celtics
were in plenty of trouble. "We
weren't running," said HavliThe Murray State University
cek commenting on the first
half in which Boston hit only 33 tennis team, which won its first
per cent of its shots. "In the Ohio. Valley Conference match
sec.ond half we tried to create of the season in as many tries
the same situation we had in last Friday, will face three
Thursday Couples League
our first two wins by doing tough teams this week, two of
Bowling
---t..
.,
- League _yr..,.
noce running and going with them being conference foes.
Teeth'
Murray will travel to
Red Birds
90
set plays."
26
Road Runners
72/
1
2 43,
/,
For most t,rr‘, playing a Louisville today to play
Night Owls
more helter skelter brand of Beilarmine and will then go to
Ups & Downs
64
52
Demons
64
52
basketball is not the answer. Morehead, Kentucky where it
B's & C's
64
52
will pair off with Eastern
Misfits
63/
1
2 52
/
1
2 But the Celtics don't have overAlley Cats
whelming size and must rely on Kentucky on Friday and then
63
53
Ten Pens
Morehead the following day.
59
57
.
its chief asset—speed.
Strikers
55.
- Si
Murray Tennis Coach Bennie
"We
don't have a big physiStrikes
57
59
Rockets
54/
1
2 6r/2
cal team," said Boston guard Purcell said, "Both of these
Gene's Body Shot
541/2 611
/
2
,
Jo Jo White, who had 16 second teams should be tough to beat.
Fighting Four
511/2 6.0.'2
Whiz Kids
50
period points on his way to...a Eastern split in their first
66
Super Bowlers
40
76
28
-point night. "But we have conference match but will be up
Pacers
39
77
for us."
Lynn GrOye c',Iur
ill'it 45/
1
2
Murray ran it's overall record
High Team Game (SC)
For the record, there is no
Red Birds
739
NBA statistic for running, but a to 9-3 and 1-0 in the conference
Red Birds
708
look at the number of Boston as it upset Austin Peay
Strikes
690
High Team Game (HC)
foul shots is the indicator. University, 7-2 last Friday
Strikes
853
When a team is- running, they afternoon. Austin Peay, who is
Red Birds
829
Super Bowlers
812
get fouled. It's that simple. The favored with Western to win the
High Team Series (SC)
Celtics hit 32 of 35 foul shots OVC championship, was to play
Red Birds
2117
with Havlicek going 12 for 14 at Western last Saturday but was
Night Owls
1929
Demons
1846
the line while Don Nelson rained out, as was Murray and
High Team Series HC)
scored 12 Of his 16 points at the Middle Tennessee.
Red Birds
2387
Pekka Petterson, playing at
Strikes
2321
foul line..
Alley Cats
2320
Pete Maravich totalled 34 No. 1 singles ran his record to
points in a losing effort. His 10-2 while Mikko Horsma,
High Ind. Game (SC)
coach,
Coton Fitzsimmons, as- playing at No. 2 boasts a 11-1
Don Stanfill
232
sessed the evening in this way: record.
pelmar Brewer
223
Petterson and Horsma are
Jim Kelling
205 "I thought our team played
Women
well in the first half and the still undefeated at No. 1 doubles
Judy Parker
192
and stand 11-0.
Patsy Neale
174 Celtics in the second half."
'Pat Evans
At Charlotte, N.C., the Ken173
High Ind. Game (HC)
tucky Colonels had a good second half too, the last six minMen
Don Stanfill
261 utes of the final quarter, that
Steve Treas
248
Gene Burkeen
244 is. Wendell Ladner hit two
Women
three-point goals and scored a
Pat Evans
231 total of 10 points as the ColoJudy Parker
226
Ruth Smith
217 nels outscored the Cougars 24-8
High Ind. Series (SC)
-in the final six minutes to gain
,the come-from-behind victory
Delmar Brewer
592 and go one-up in the ABA's
Don Stant ill
584 Eastern Division finals.
Lyman Dixon
568
The Kentucky scoring was
Women
Patsy Neale
502 topped by Rick Mount's 31
Judy Parker ,
493
Hitcle nurket
466 points. -Daii Niel added 24
while ,Ladner finished with 19.
High Ind. Series (Pic)
Men
Billy Cunningham's 25 points
Don Stanfill
671
"I didn't touch your old
paced the Cougars, who took
Del/T101" Brewer •
634
Gene Burkeen
coins!"
633 the
regular season series
Women
against Kentucky 6-5 while finRuth aSmith '
601
False arrest, slander,
JOdy Parker
ishing.first in the ABA East.
595
Burlene Brewer
584
libel these can lead to
, High Average
damage awards of 8100,000
Men
Dan Jones
188
or more. Bodily or mental
Jim Neale
184
to others can also
injury
Delmar 13f-ewer
180
result in expensive court
Hargrove •
179
ll_yman Dixon
the
awards.
Enjoy
1?.?
Tommy *Jones
171
protection of Excess
Bobby Latimer
Miss Kathy Rowlett, daughter
171
Liability insurance from
Ron Pace
170 of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Rowlett of
Charlie Hargrove
Murray,Insurance Agency.
370
Oakdale
Drive
in
Murray,
Is
a
••' Women
Patsy:Neale
member_ _of the Women's
Betty Dixon
Varsity tenniiitim this stirint%,‘
JUdY,P7pr.hker
at Southern Illinois University
_'tilde stoke'
La Vaughn Latimer
146 in Carbondale.
INSURANCE AGENCY
The
team
will
be
playing
n
Bur lene Brewer
8E1 AIR CENTER. 753-4751 ,c
141
Glynda Black
Murray on*April 27.
137

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
With Boston's hockey team
out of the playoff picture and
Boston's basketball team, down
54-46 at the half after losing
two straight to the Atlanta
Hawks in its NBA playoff
series, there was the
temptation to look at Boston's
winter sports teams and say:
"One down, one to go."
But that old cliche must have
been blasphemy to the C-egics'
John Havlicek. He scored 32
points, 20 after the intermission
Wednesday night, to lead the
Celtics to a 108-101 victory over
the Hatvks and in so doing
turned the series and cliche
around.
The Celtics now have a 3-2

Bowling
Standings

The drug problem is one of the greatest problems we
a II face during the next four years. This problem
prirnarilv affects our Young People and our Young People
are our most valuable asset—THEY ARE OUR
1,F: 11/FRS OF TOMORROW—therefore, in order to
preserve our most valuable asset, we must rid our city of
this dreadful drug menace. As your Mayor, I will use all
my knowledge, and seek the advice and counsel of every
person in the City of Murray, in attempting to reach this
Ohl. With all of us working together,as Christian people,
it can be done and Murray can become the cleanest city(uthe state of Kentucky
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Tiger Tennis Team Will
Open Play This Weekend
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Murray High tennis coach
Ron Beshear is in a position that
most coaches would admire.
While other coaches worry
about the schedule and who is
going to be playing in what
position, Beshear's only
problem is going to be keeping
up the morale of the team.
That is the position that
Beshear finds himself in as his
talented Tiger netters prepare
to open their season with a
weekend trip to ChattanOoga for
the Rotary Invitational.
Over the past two seasons, the
Tiger tennis team has captured
22 wins in 24 outings. And with
the return of Mel and Del
Purcell, the State Doubles
Champions, the 'Tigers appear
to be in an excellent position to
go undefeated this season.
"Our main problem this
spring has been that we have no
place to practice," Coach
Beshear said.
"This particularly hurts us in
our doubles but we have been
fortunate in that we have had
players who have worked
diligently on their own,"
Beshear added.
Senior Del Purcell will open in
the number one singles for
Murray. According to Beshear,
Purcell is a much improved
player over last season.
"His serve and his sharpness
of shots should make him one of
the top players in the state,"
Beshear said. "At this stage, he
could play on most college
teams."
Playing in the number two
singles will be eighth grader
Mel Purcell.
Since becoming a member of
the Murray High tennis team
two years ago, Mel has not lost
a match. He won the Sugar
Bowl and Orang Bowl Tournaments this season and he is
the top ranked 14 year old in the
state.
"His consistency and his
placement of shots should be
enough to help- him over-come
any opponents," Beshear
a,ssessed.
In the number three singles
will be junior Tommy Keller.
His two years experience should
help him overcome most of the
opponents that he will meet-this
season.
Another eighth grader, Brent
Austin, will be in the number

four position. He is presently
ranked sixth in the state for 14
year olds and under.
John Powless, a junior, has
Just finished spring football
practice but his ability to serve
combined with his speed should
win a lot of matches for him in
the number five position.
The only newcomer to the
squad is sophomore Doug
Spencer. "His ability to hit
different twists, serves and
angle shots should melte him a
tough one to handle," said
Beshear.
The Purcell Brothers will
team up in the number one
doubles while Austin and Keller
will play the two position and
Powless and Spencer the third
position in the doubles.
Other members of the team
freshman
Kim
include
Jerry
Trevathan, senior
Howard, Freshman Mark
Homra and junior Timmy
Shown.
"We should go undefeated in
the 18 regular season matches,"
Beshear predicted.
"We are strong all the way
through and we do not have any
weak spots. We also have a
number of boys that we can call

our spirit is fine and the players
are really anxious for the
season to begin," concluded
Beshear.
The tournament tomorrow is
one of the largest in the South.
Sixteen of the most outstanding
teams in Dixie will make up the
field. Last year Murray High
placed seventh but Beshear
feels the Tigers will be a
definite contender this time.
Another big tournament will
be the Western Kentucky Invitational. In the two year
history of the tournament
Murray High has taken the title
twice.

Tiger Tennis
April 13 & 14—at Chattanooga
Rotary Invitational
April 16—North Marshall
April 21 & 22—Western Kentucky Invitational Tournament
April 26—Paducah Tilgiunari
April 27—at Russellville
April 28—at Bowling Green
April 28—at Owensboro
April 30—at North Marshall
May 1—at Mayfield
May 5—at Nashville Hillwood
May 5—at Nashville David
Lipscomb
May 10—at Caldwell County
May 12—Russellville
"e.,o( the toughest chores May 15—at Hopkinsville
will- be keeping the players up May 17—Mayfield
for their matches. Tennis is an May 19—at Henderson
individual sport and if a couple May 22—Hopkinsville
of men were to get down and May 23—at Christian County
lose their matches, then the May 26—Caldwell County and
team could lose. But right now Bowling Green.
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Your problems are more

than financial
so we give you more than money
Extraordinary
financial advice
We're here to provide
savings and checking accounts. We're here to lend
money'when you need it.

And we're here to lend
an ear and give advice,
too. If you think there
must be a better way to
manage your budget or
your business, you're al:

ways welcome to' discuss
it with our financial
counselors':

It's extraordinary what
we can do for you,
if you let us.
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Perform Uthanasia
As Philadelphia Blazers Fall

ENaders
sEvs
P6u

By FRED ROTHENBERG .
Associated Press Sports Writer
It can only be described as a
mercy killing.
The Cleveland Crusaders
pulled the plug on the Philadelphia Blazers' season Wednesday night defeating them 6-2
for a 4-0 sweep and thus ending, for this season at least, another saga in Philadelphia's
growing list of sports failures.
In other WHA playoff action
Wednesday night Winnipeg beat
Minnesota 3-2 in overtime to
give the Jets a 3-1 lead in their
best-of-7 quarter-final series
and Los Angeles defeated Houston 3-2 to take a 2-1 edge in
that series.
The Blazers' woes began early. They were the last franchise
admitted into the league and
were therefore the last to organize. The team's troubles increased when they enticed Derek Sanderson to jump to the
WHA by offering him a multimillion dollar contract. But
money can't buy happiness, especially in Philadelphia. "This
isn't worth all the money in the
world," moaned Sanderson last
December when the Blazers
were paying the mod centerman to sit in the stands.
Finally, the Blazers paid
Sanderson a rumored one million dollars just to get out of
town.
The team got off to a horrendous start, losing its first
eight games. At one point in
Philadelphia's
the
season
record was 4-16, last in the
East.
But to the everlasting credit
of the Blazer players and Player-coach John McKenzie, the
team was able to turn its season around. The Blazers fin-

ished in third place in the WHA
East with a 38-40 record earning a spot in the playoffs.
But they came up against a
hot Cleveland Crusaders team
and to make matters worse,
lost their top goalie Bernie Parent in a money dispute after
the opening game of the series.
Parent refused to play unless
the Blazers deposited a check
which would guarantee his fiveyear $750,000 contract.

In the second game of the
series, Philadelphia was forced
to play 40-year-old Marcel
Paille, who had not played
since Christmas night. The
Blazers lost that game 7-1 and
then switched to 20-year-old
Yves Archambault. The rookie
goaltender, who had been battling mononucleosis and the
Eastern Hockey League before
his promotion, stopped 18
Cleveland shots while losing 3-1.

Masters Check For Aaron
Is Just The Beginning

Jim NorthrupAloubles' Home
The Losing Run For Detroit

and brought home the winning
Stottlemyre, who turned in
By HAL BOCK
his 37th career shutout, ended
Associated Press Sports Writer run.
Elsewhere in the American the Yankees' four-game startIn our computerized society,
baseball remains a nearly un- League Wednesday, the New of-season losing streak. He
ique business where humans York Yankees proved that Gay- knew he would have to pitch
still operate and success or fail- lord Perry is no machine, beat- well to do it.
Some promoters have esti- ure depends on men, not ma- ing Cleveland's ace, 4-0, OakBy BOB GREEN
"Against Perry," he said,
mated that a major victory, chines.
Associated Press Golf Writer
land defeated Chicago 12-2, "you'd better come close to a
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) — such as the Masters, could be
City defeated Texas 9-6, shutout or forget it."
Detroit Manager Billy Martin Kansas
Tommy Aaron picked up $30,- worth as much as $1 million.
and California beat Minnesota
You can't come closer than
old
so
that
isn't
sure
likes
he
000 for his victory in the Mas4-1.
Stottlemyre did.
Aaron had committed to play fashioned arrangement.
ters, the most that tournament
In the National League, New
Vida Blue spaced eight hits
in this tournament long before
Martin's Tigers dropped a 3-1
ever has awarded. But that
York edged St. Louis 5-4, At- and Oakland used home runs
his
Auat
triumph
Monday
against
12
in
innings
toughie
could be just a small portion of
Ga. And he honored that Baltimore Wednesday and the lanta beat San Diego 8-1, Cin- by Joe Rudi, Sal Bando and Anthe reward to the quiet, soft- gusta,
commitment although he said box score tells you that desig- cinnati defeated Los Angeles 4- gel Mangual to defeat Chicago.
spoken veteran from Calloway
he's very tired and emotionally nated hitter Tommy Davis dou- 1 and San Francisco beat Hous- It was the first victory for the
Gardens, Ga.
game at world champion A's following
drained.
bled home the deciding run. ton 5-4. Chicago's
"I've already had some of-Pittsburgh was postponed be- three losses.
fers for endorsements and
"If they had some of the big Don't you believe that. Tiger cause of bad weather.
John Mayberry ripped a
Nicklaus, left fielder Jim Northrup is the
things like that," Aaron said names—Palmer,
extra time three-run homer in the first insome
spent
Martin
before teeing off today in the Trevino—here I'd probably guy who doubled it home.
in the shower, letting the steam ning, igniting Kansas City's vicNorthrup misjudged Davis'
first round of the 8150,000 Mon- have withdrawn," he said. "But
escape from his ears before tory over Texas. It was the
CHARLOTTE, N. C.( AP(—A night and scoring 10 of his 19 santo Open golf tournament, an they're not here and that fly ball and it fell for two bases
emerging to discuss Balti- fourth straight triumph of the
late scoring surge led by Wen- points.
event he really didn't want to makes it tough. I feel I owe
more's winning hit.
young season for the Royals.
game,
the
He observed after
dell Ladner carried Kentucky
play.
something to the game. Maybe
'That ball was a routine fly,"
Nolan Ryan fired a five-hitter
to a 113-103 victory over the "We set up the threes and I hit
"But I haven't yet done any- this is a way of paying part of
a human and struck out 11, pitching Caliwas
"It
Martin.
said
Carolina Cougars Wednesday
thing about them."
the debt."
part of the game. Northrup just fornia to a 4-1 decision over
Ladner added, "When I take
night in the opening game of
With Arnold Palmer, Jack
came in and the ball went over Minnesota.
the American Basketball Asso- my time, I can hit from the Two Sign At Morehead
Nicklaus and Lee Trevino
By GORDON BEARD .. his head."
Vada Pinson homered for the
ciation's East Division playoffs. outside."
skipping the tournament, Aaron
That's what happens when Angels.
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) — ranks as the No. 1 gate attract- Associated Press Sports Writer
Kentucky got 31 points from
The second game of the best Rick Mount and Dan Issel Morehead State University has
BALTIMORE ( AP) — Brian you depend on humans instead
ion in the 144-man field that
of seven series will be played added 24 points. But it was signed two players from Lorain
on the 6,679-yard, par 71 Oldfield is no longer ahead of of machines.
started
Saturday afternoon at the Ladner who powered the late County Community College in
The Tigers, whose only run
Pensacola Country Club course. his timetable for breaking the
* VOTE FOR *
Greensboro Coliseum and will surge.
Elyria, Ohio, to basketball
Other standouts include J.C. world's shot put record, but he came on Norm Cash's second
be nationally televised by CBS.
were
leadhis
reaching
season,
of
homer
the
of
still
is
grants-in-aid.
confident
Billy Cunningham led the
Snead, runner-up to Aaron at
ing 1-0 in the seventh when desCoach Bill Harrell said Wed- Augusta, defending champion goal on schedule.
The series, which opened in Cougars with 25 points and he
The 270-pound competitor, ignated hitter Davis singled
the Charlotte Coliseum, leads to got 17 point help from Mack nesday that 6-foot-8 center Dave Hill, Australian Bruce
George Williams and 6-1 guard Crampton and Gene Little.
who is unbeaten on the Inter- home the tying run.
an ABA championship berth Calvin.
Then, in the 12th, Don Baylor
national Track Association pro
against either Utah or Indiana,. Ladner also had a post-game Joe Farris are the Eagles' 4th
observation on Cunningham. and 5th recruits of the year.
for
tour, already topped the best doubled and dashed home with
playing for the western title.
Williams, a product of Cincin"Billy C. is tough and they
indoor toss ever with a put of the deciding run as Northrup
In the opener, Kentucky know they have to go to him. nati Quarter Tech, averaged 15
an70 feet, 9,n inches. But his turned Davis' fly ball into
trailed by a 95-89 margin with We just came up with the big points and 11 rebounds per
sights are on Randy Matson's other double. Mery Rettenof
six minutes and 20 seconds re- defensive plays at the end."
game this season. Farris, a
outdoor mark of 71-5,-2 set in mund's single delivered an inColonels
maining as the
surance run.
County
Steve Jones gave Carolina its graduate of Sandusky High
Calloway
1967.
mounted a 24-8 scoring surge last lead at 9E1-97 after hitting School, scored more than 16
Mel Stottlemyre's two-hitter
more
or
month
a
was
"I
"Your Candidate for
that turned the game around.
beat Perry for the Yankees.
two free throws. Then Walt Si- points per game. They led LoBy The Associated Press
ahead of my checkoff points," New York battered the CleveLadner led the Kentucky mon put Kentucky in front to rain County to a 25-4 record
League
American
Law and Order"
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"Whew," he said, shaking
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torium where the weigh-in
Los Angeles
didn't say anything. Was he
his head and then nodding to
politicians — a man who,
will be held, "I want all of you
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when he goes to training camp
to be sayin' somethin' as I
GUARANTEE
round fight for the world
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"Is Norton ready yet?"
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purchase if battery
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Water Safety
Course To Be
Offered, MSU

CAPITAL IDEAS

Richard W. Bowles, director
of bands at the University of
Florida and well-known composer, clinician and author, will
,be the guest conductor and
teacher during the Band

Nixon foes threaten
foreign policy clash

A senior lifesaving and water
safety course will be among the
offerings in physical education
By RAY McHUGH
during the spring intersession
Chief, Washington Bureau
May
University
State
at Murray
Copley News Service
7-23.
To be taught by Dr. Rex
WASHINGTON — Even the
Alexander, who is a water
pink mist of detente can't hide
safety instructor trainer under
a basic foreign policy collision
the Red Cross certification
that is shaping up on Capitol
program, the course is entitled
Hill. The battleground will be
the Senate.
Physical Education 233, Senior
The key sectors will be the
Lifesaving and Water Safety.
deployment of American
To meet from 9 a.m. to noon
troops overseas, presidential
Monday through Saturday, the
power, military aid to old alcourse is designed to serve the
needs of people who will be __lies like South Korea and Nationalist Chum*, trade relagoing into several kinds of
tions with old friends and foes
summer jobs, according to
alike, the world energy crisis
Alexander.
the true depth of the U.S.
and
of
hours
semester
two
Besides
t to Israel and its
commitmen
credit, Alexander said the
reason for being.
course also provides opThe leading protagonists
portunity for certification as a
will be even more familiar
senior lifesaver and water Sens. Mike Mansfield, J. Wilsafety instructor.
liam Fulbright, William
He urged students planning to - Proxmire and Stuart Symingpre
to
enroll in the class
ton on one side; President
register in the Registrar's
Nixon on the other.
Office on the first floor of the
For many the debate will
Administration Building before seem repetitious, even monotApril 25. Students tabs cannot
onous The issues are not new
pre-register may register late
But all are interconnected and
at 1 p.m. May 7. .
the timing suggests momentous decisions. Strong tides
1
are running world affairs and
TilOOPS WITHDRAW
some propose Washington re!, On April 10, 1877, President
verse the course of two gener. Rutherford B. Hayes began
ations.
of
troops
federal
withdrawal
In a sense, President Nixon
from southern states, signalfinds himself a victim of his
ing the end of the Becunstrucown success.
bon era.
The end of theVietnam war,
the'Moscow-Peking summits
-of 1972. the "carrot" Of potentially lucrative Communist
markets, the optimism con•
nected to independent West
German and Japanese policy
moves have combined to
Over a hundred
touch off what some call "a
race for peace."
patterns in stock.
Others call it "a race for
isolationism."
REASONABLY
The White House complains
PRICED!!
that men who agonized most
of Mr. Nixon's Vietnam policy
and his summitry have not
even paused to analyze his
successes. Instead, they
charge, Nixon critics are tryHome of
ing to seize on the moment to
Red Spot Paints
dismantle the entire framework of U.S. alliances and
On the Square
global defenses.
Critics of the President acMayfield, Ky.
knowledge his successes, alSaturd at N
beit grudgingly, but complain
that he cannot capitalize on

force reductions ( MBFR) inthem because of Pentagon opvolving Soviet troops as well.
position and his own deepMansfield calls the U.S.-Sorooted anti-Communist attiMBFR talks in Vienna
viet
conservaof
those
and
tudes
_"ntithing more than a stall."
attiThese
.
Republicans
tive
•-.7- "if these talks delay what
tudes, they claim, prevent the
are clearly desirable reducUnited States from reaping
tions of our forces, then Coe
the full benefits of a new intalks actually act contrary to
prevents a
ternational era
national interests by inour
retax
of
shift
dramatic
tensifying the defillitation of
sources from military to dothe United States," Mansfield
mestic programs.
claims.
Leader
Majority
Senate
The Atlantic Council has
Mansfield calls U.S. garrisharp issue with Manstaken
"an
overseas
sons and bases
field.
irrelevant luxury." Proxmire
MBFR, the .council says, is
rails against alleged military
the "acid test" of Soviet inthe
chairs
Symington
waste.
tentions in Europe.
Military Affairs Committee in
-Gradual force reductions
place of the resolute but
over a period of several years
wounded John Stennis.
would not only allow time for
Mansfield's new drive for
and confidence
adjustment
in
unilateral troop reductions
might also turn
they
building,
Europe was not unexpected.
into a self-generating process
President Nixon had admitted
towards arms control and-or
to associates that he was not
disarmament," the council
able to convince the Montana
says.
Democrat that unilateral U.S.
"First and firemost, the sewithdrawals would wreck any
curity imperatives of the
hope for mutual balanced
United States require that it
remain decisively involved in
Europe militarily, politically
and ecodstnically."

LocaLRed Cross
Chapter Has Forms,
Aquatic Schools

Linda Stubblefield
Accepted, Harding
SEARCY, Ar--Miss Linda
Stubblefield, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ewing Stubblefield,
Route 2, Hazel, Kentucky, has
been accepted for registration
at Harding College for the fall
semester, according to Fred
Alexander, director of admissions.
Miss Stubblefield is a 1971
graduate of Calloway High
School and has been attending
Freed-Hardeman College in
Henderson, Tennessee for two
years.
At Harding,she plans to major
-in office administration.
- Harding had a 1972 fall
enrollment of 2,095 students
from 45 states and 16 foreign
countries. Dr. C.L. Ganus Jr. is
president.

PIN PATENTED
A patent for the invention of
a "safety pin" was granted to
Walter Hunt of New York city
on April 10, 1849.

music
Workshop of the Summer Arts band director and
of
schools
the
in
supervisor
Acedemy at Murray State
Indiana before joining the Gator
University this summer.
Scheduled July 1-13, the Band staff in 1958.
Among his more than ii
workshop is one of seven in the
4114,
arts to be offered to selected published compositions
high school students between arrangements for band, orJune 17 and July 27 Other of- chestra, piano, chorus and
the
ferings during the Summer Arts instrumental ensembles is
of
Academy will include art, or- concert march "Burst
among
listed
is
which
Flame,"
and
chestra, piano , chorus
the "World's 100 Most Popular
theatre.
will Marches" by Instrumentalist
University faculty
combine talents with guest Magazine.
A member of ASCAP, Bowles
professionals to teach the
classes in each two-week has been the recipient of four
Other consecutive ASCAP Standard
cycle.
workshop
workshops and dates in the Awards for Composition.
Bowles earned the unSummer Arts Academy are:
degree at Indiana
dergraduate
Honors
17-29—Art
June
University, where he studied
Workshop and_-__Orchestra
composition with Robert
Workshop.
Honors
Sanders, arm' the master's
8-20—Art
July
degree at the University of
Workshop.
1 5-27—Keyboard Wisconsin, where he studied
July
Workshop, Choral Workshop with Cecil Burleigh. He is also a
graduate of the Army Music
and Theatre Workshop.
Bowles win join Paul W. School and served three years
Shahan, director of bands at as bandleader of the 715th AAF
Murray State, who will serve as Band during World War H.
Shahan, a member of the
the coordinator for the band
workshop. Donald L. Story, also faculty at Murray State since
a member of the music faculty 1957, is a native West Virginian.
at Murray State, will assist He has been commissioned to
write several compositions
Bowles and Shahan.
Currently president of the during his years at Murray
"The
including
Directors State,
Band
College
OverNational Association, Bowles Academic-Ceremonial
has been director of bands at ture" for the inauguration of
the University of Florida since Dr. Harry M. Sparks as
1961. He was a highly successful president of the school in 1968

liree
Murray StateGass
fr with every
25c Cokeat
Burger Chef.
These fine-quality, 12-ounce tumblers are imprinted-in color with
the Murray State crest. And they're
yours as a free souvenirgysry time
you 6uy a large Colke at Burger
Chef. Collect a whole set now—
while the supply lasts—during our
"Toast to the Thoroughbreds"
cOebration.
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802 Chestnut Street

15 Welcomed
17 Pronoun
18 Flying
mammal
20 Narrates
21 Nohow
sheep
22 Greenland
settlement
24 Baker's
product
25 Mix
26 Sufferers from
Hansen's
disease
28 Mementos
30 Female
sheep
31 Sailor
(collo(')
32 Most
revealing
35 Coupled
38 In bed
39 A state
(abbr )
41 Unclothed
42 Conducted
43 Quaver
45 Metal
fastener
46 Spanish
article
47 KIIVe
reference
49 Baronet (abbr.
50 Strict
52 Songs
54 Remain
erect
5,5 Wipe out
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and "Music for the 50th Anniversary" last September to
mark a key date in the
AnGolden
university's
niversary Observance.
Many of his works have been
published, including two prizewinning compositions—
"Spectrums" and "I.eipzig
Towers"—published by Robert
King. His choral and instrumental works have been
widely performed by college
and university 'bands and by
bands of the Armed Services.
Shahan, who has also served
as supervisor of music in the
Taylor County, W. Va., schools
and as staff arranger of WSM
Radio-TV in Nashville, is a
graduate of Fairmont ( W. Va
State College. He earned the
M.S. degree at West Virginia
University and the M. Ed.
degree at George Peabody
College. He has also done advanced training at the Eastman
School of Music in Rochester,
N.Y.
Story, who earned his degrees
at Wichita (Kans.) State
University, has been on the
music faculty at Murray State
since 1967. He.has also taught in
the. public schools in Wichita
and Springfield, Mn. Story
played eight years with the 89th
Infantry Division Band and was
a clarinetist in the Wichita
Symphony Orchestra for 12
years.

a

The Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross has
applications for 1973 Aquatic
and First Aid Schools, according to Jean Blankenship,
Executive Director.
"Have a Safe Day...Help A
Neighbor Have One,Too" is the
theme for this year. The dates
and places are June 4-14, Camp
Rockmont, Black Mountain,
N.C., June 10-20, Camp Ocala,
Umatilla, Fla.,and August 20-30
Camp Rockmount. A Small
Craft School will be held at
Camp Ocala, June 10-20.
Minimum age is 17 for
Aquatic, 21 for First Aid
Majors. Fee for the 10 days is
$80.00 and includes food,
and
textbooks,
lodging,
materials.
Candidates in Water Safety
are offered training and cerin
swimming,
tification
lifesaving, first aid and basic
small craft courses. Currently
authorized Water Safety In
structors may elect to take
•••••-•—•—••••••••••••••• Handicapped Swimming In• structor Training; also syn•
•
is
chronized swimming
•
available at one of the schools.
•
•
• The First Aid Instructor
•
include
will
school
•
•
authorisation to teach Standard
• and Advanced lecture courses,
•
•
.
L
and the new Multimedia and
•
•
Basic Courses. A representative
•
from the Department of Labor
•
•
Oc• will be explainingandtheHealth
•
cupational Safety
I
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'Richard Bowles To Be Guest Conductor at Summer Acadenii
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3 Scold
4 Soil
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Slumbers
Deer's horn
Falsehoods
A state (abbr )
Compass point
Neither Jewish
nor Christian
Revolutionary
Periods of time
Man s name
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gradually
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Greek letter
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Independent schools
eye fecteral funds
Copley News Service
Part of education's mythology characterizes public
school people as liberals and
nonpublic parochial and other
private, independent school
people as conservatives.
Few fit so neatly into these
boxes. The American Association of School Adrrunistrators ( AASA ), was holding the
first part of its annual meeting in Atlantic City, N.J., in
March while the National Association of independent
Schools ( NAIS 1. was attracting a record 3,100 people to its
convention in Washington,
D.C.
The AASA convention's
chief value is to collect school
administrators, school board
members and others to swap
stories, let their hair down,
commiserate and look for better jobs.
A glance through the NAIS
convention program quickly
dispels notions of socioeconomic conservatism. There
was a fresh air of culture, refinement and intellectualism
at the Meetings. French and
Latin phrases threaded naturally through the language of
speakers
Public school administrators have one up on their independent school counterparts.
'They know what they want.
Their problem is devising
schemes to get it.
Many NAIS members have

(nue vaea wnere tney are going. While public school people look longingly at the independents' nine and 11 to one
pupil-teacher ratios and other
advantages, some independents are fighting for federal
funds.
Most of the 50 to 75 people at
an evening discussion of "Future Directions for NAIS"
thought the direction was
south. They urged the NAIS to
move its headquarters from
Boston to Washington, where
they seemed to believe the action is. It was another manifestation of hunger for the
federal dollar in an age when
modern transportation can
get NAIS spokesmen from
liberty Square to Capitol Hill
in plenty of time to augment
its resident Washington representative. In a city full
of lobbyists and trade associations, NAIS would join the
claque in mistaken belief that
office location determines
clout.
Independent schools' fierce
feeling of independence was
obvious. They were torn hehveen their interest- b)-7 increasing the association's visibility, its activism and its
power and jealously guarding
their traditional freedom to
speak for themselves.
-We're pretty independent," a headmistress explained. "NAIS can't speak
for all .of us, but it hasn't
stated the case for indepen-

IT tile6 SOME
MAN WITH A
PEEP VOICE

I

BLONDIE

dent schools) strongly enough
to the public.
It doesn't have to be done
from Washington and I would
hate to think our future lies in
Washington. Most of the nation does not know what independent education is about
and NAIS should be selling
it."
A school trustee said the
critical question is whether
the membership is willing to
have the NAIS board of directors assume a leadership role.
"Many schools are unwilling
to have someone speak for
them. They are jealous of
their independence."
Some school heads seemed
frightened about their continued existence, in doubt about
their competence, their ability to survive and to be accountable to their constituents. Others seemed to thirst
for public school support and
rapport, as if they wanted to
show public school people that
independent schools do not
want to steal their money, just
share it.

HELP WANTED

1

EXPERIENCED WAITRESS for
afternoon shift. Must be neat and
fast. Approximately 35 hours pet
week. Good working conditions.
No phone calls. Apply Colonial
Al7C
The second annual Kentucky Derby of Cycling will be one of the House Smorgasbord,
highlights features of Louisville's Derby Festival Week, April 27WANTED TO RENT
May 6. Approximately 200 champion amature cyclists from all
downtown
on
race
the
in
participate
will
country
over the
WANT TO RENT two bedroom
Louisville streets, Saturday, April 28.
house, preferrably furnislied on
lake in Kenlake and Joaathan
Creek area. Phone 7534111flor 7532739.
Al2C

at*

Protection Offered For
'Special Children'

AFTER YOU LEARNED YOUR
FATHER HAD KILLED A JUNGLE
PATROLMAN-- YOU STILL
%ANTED TOXIN THE PATROL?

'

Heart Clinic
To Be Held

In Mayfield

BEATLE BAILEY
GOLLY! tT5 3/A.M.
I'M 5-rARvi$46, AND
TNERE16 NOTHING
TO EAT IN 4-IERE
BLIT OTTO'&
Doe gi4cu

WELL A
eROWLING SinviAc
CAN1 OVERCOME
TWIN,S,
AN

NANCY
I NEVER
SAW ONE
LIKE THIS

I'LL ASK THE
GUY IN HERE --HE KNOWS
EVERYTHING

•

iii I

WHAT KIND
OF A FISH
15 THAT?
a 4°
...../
-a .-1.
z'

I NFORMATION
BOOTH

Asr.-rt

LIU ABNER
i HEED
BEAUTIFUL
MODELS —
1-011SOF
'EM—

Bicycle Race
Plan.ned During
Derby Festival

it 'cause it's sure gone!" This
reminded me of another gentleman who became a father in
his twilight years. He jokingly
told me when he first saw the
baby he felt like he was lokking
in a mirror - neither had a hair,
on their head nor a tooth in their
mouth!
The pride and love of a new
father generally grows along
with the child. Each day the
child's mind and body develop
towards maturity until one day
he is dependent • upon himself.
Most children, that is! Some,
the special children, don't
develop normally and remain
forever dependent. Social
Security for many years has
recognized the need of such
children. Previously, unmarried children 18 or over who
March rainfall averaged a were severely disabled 'before
drenching 11.1 inches ecru= the they reached 18 and who conTennessee Valley, TVA reports. tinued to be disabled could
That was the first monthly receive monthly benefits. Now
average above 11 inches in we have a new law. It says a
years—since
nearly
25
child disabled before age 22 is
November 1948—and was only a PntitIM lo benefits if one of hi5
the
than
tenth of an inch less
parents get retirement or
record March rainfall of 1897. disability payments or dies
Normal rainfall for March is after working long enough
5.2 inches.
under Socail Security.
Much of last month's rainfall
For more information call the
came in one intense two-day
Office. The
Social Security
storm during mid-March. Over
telephone number is 443-7506.
5 inches fell on the area above
Chattanooga,and about 7 inches
below. This storm dumped 5 to
10 inches over most areas of the
Valley, producing widespread
flooding.
With the combination of intense rainfall and saturated
soils, most of the rain drained
quickly to streams, TVA said.
Runoff to the Tennessee River
for the month was equal to more
A one-day consultative and
than 8 inches depth of water diagnostic heart clinic for
over the entire 40,000-square- medically indigent children will
mile basin. Normal March be held in the First Christian
runoff is 3.3 inches.
Church, South Ninth Street,
Heaviest March rains fell in Mayfield, on Friday, April 27.
the western half of the Ten- This clinic will serve patients
qessee Valley, where the from
Ballard, Calloway,
average for the month was was Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hicka record for March of 13.2 in- man, Livingston, Marshall] and
ches. The highest reported McCracken Counties.
March totals included 19.20
Dr. Kareem Militias, Director
inches at Guntersville Dam, of the Kentucky Children's
at Heart
Alabama, 18,19 inches
Clinic, Children's
Smithville, Tennessee, 18.12 Hospital, Louisville, and other
inches at Haleyville, Alabama, physicians from the University
and 17.63 inches at Red Bay, of Louisville School of Medicine,
Alabama.
will conduct the clinic.
Low for the month was 4.31
Co-sponsored by the Keninches at Groseclose in south- tucky Heart Association, the
west Virginia.
Kentucky State Department of
Health and the County Health
Departments, the clinic
provides a diagnostic service
for the patients, along with
recommendations for treatment and management of the
case. It also provides an opportunity for the referring
physician to consult with the
clinician regarding his patient.
The sponsors of the clinic are
I Sought My Form Through o
wAit? AD
deeply grateful to the First
I Built My Barn With Mat•nol
Christian Church for allowing
- Advertised in a
WAMLAD
the clinic to be held in its
I Sought My Trade' Through a
facilities.
INAPILAR
Necessary -expenses of the
My Family Loves Settee &stasis* I
Read and Buy Through the
clinic are being underwritten by
WAPIT ARS
the Kentucky Heart Association
and the State Health Department. Clinic personnel and
equipment will be provided by
the Graves County Health
Department as well as the State
Health Department and the
to. year e.wee,einislie Cu SSierads Mask
' Kentucky Heart Association.
Only those indigent children
who have a written—re(foral
from a physician -wilt be admitted to the clinic.
A spokesman for the Paducah
Social Security Office tells the
following story to illustrate the
protection offered_ by Social
2"Special
(or
Security
Children."
A very proud father in his late
40's was telling me about his
netv baby girl. He said, "She
has her mother's nose and eyes,
but she has my hair." He lifted
Pus hat to reveal a balding head
and added,"See, she must have

March Rainfall
Average Tops
11 Inches

THE PHANTOM

CALL
"ACTIN unE"
753-1916

The
Ledger &Times

SALESMAN: NATIONAL
company, largest in its field,(hie
to promotions has inunediace
opening. $12,000 first year
potential. Group insuranc4,
company paid retirenienl,
company canftu-nished. A career
opportunity. Must be 21 years of
age, married and settled. Call
Orkin Exterminating, 442-8251 in
Paducah between 8:00 a.m. and
AI7C
5:00 p.m.for interview.

WANT TO RENT or lease two or
three bedroom house on Kentucky Lake, May through August,
prefer Kenalake area. Phone 1247-8773 after 5:00 p.m.
Al2C

LOUISVILLE,—The 2nd WANT TO RENT house in
Annual "Kentucky Derby of country, within 10 miles of
Cycling" has been set for April Murray. Phone 753-0326,
Al4P
28, with a new, faster course
expected to provide recordLEGAL NOTICF
breaking runs.
The Cycling Derby is a major
COMMONWEALTH OF
event of the 1973 Kentucky
KENTUCKY
Derby Festival, and will feature
DEPARTMENT OF
champion riders from as far
TRANSPORTATION
away as Canada and California.
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
The event is officially sancNOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
tioned by the Amateur Bicycle Sealed bids will be received by
League of America.
the Bureau of Highways, at its
This year's race will run over off,Frankfort, Kentucky, until
four newly paved streets in 10:110 A.M. Eastern Standard
downtown Louisville. The Time on the 26th day of April,
rectangular course will provide 1973, at which time bids will be
much more straightaway than publicly opened and read for the
last year's European-style improvement of
hourglass course; thus, in- RS GROUP 63 11973) and SP 18-95
creasing the chances of faster ;Bituminous Concrete Surface
times this year.
Class I
This year, women have also
Calloway Co., RS 18-443--been invited to compete.
The KY, 94-Dexter Road
Three races are scheduled
(KY. 1346) from KY. 732
between 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. The
extending northwesterly to
first is a 10-mile Women's Race,
the Holland-Cemetery Road
followed by the Junior Race.
(CR 10421, a distance of
The third is a 50-mile Senior
2.34300 miles.
Race, called "The Run. for the
Calloway Co., RS 18-728-Roses." In the tradition of the
The Hazel-South Pleasant
Kentucky Derby, the winning
Grove Church Road from
rider of the 50.-mile course will
the Brannon Road (CR
receive a horseshoe of roses and
1256) extending westerly to
make a victory lap of the
KY. 783, a distance of 2.210
course.
miles.
Prizes totaling $1,000 will
Calloway Co., RS 18-748—
include silver awards and
The Rufus Burkeen Road
racing bicycle equipment.
from KY. 94 extending
The Cycling Derby is sponwesterly to the Hopkins
sored by the Kentucky Derby
Road ( CR 1054), a distance
Festival and the downtown
of 1.530 miles.
of
Committee
Louisville
Calloway Co., SP 18-93—
Louisville Central Area Inc.
The Poor Farm Road from
The race coordinators are the
0.5 mile east of KY. 783
Louisville Wheelmen and the
extending easterly to US
Louisville Jaycees.
r 641, a distance of 2,450

Commission
Seeking New
Poetry Head
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
Kentucky Arts Commission is
taking applications to employ a
new director for the Poetry-inthe-Schools program for the
1973-74 school year.
Malcolm Glass, the current
director, will return to his
position as associate professor
of English and director of
writing programs -at" Austin
Peay State University at the
end of the spring term.
The Poetry-in-the Schools
program is sponsored by the
National Endowment for the
Arts and the Kentucky Arts
Commission. It is a pilot project
in teaching children to write
and enjoy poetry. A publishing
poet works in a school for about
six weeks as a poet-inresidence, helping the students
to develop their creativity,
imagination, appreciation of
poetry and writing skills.
The poet spends three days
each week in the classroom and
is free to woOt on his,syn poetry
the remaiWg two blIaki Of the
week. His salary is provided.
Anyone interested in the
position should contact the
Kentucky Arts Commission,
Capital Plaza, Frankfort, Ky.
WWL

Bid proposals for all projects will
be available until 9:00 A.M.
EASTERN STANDARD TIME on
the day of the bid opening at the
Contract
Division
of
Procurement at a cost of $2 each.
Bid proposals are issued only to
contractors.
prequalified
Remittance payable to the State
Treasurer of Kentucky must
,for
request
accompany
April 12& April 19C
proposals.

HAPPY ADS
SMILE TODAY
. wow.
may We list yea
I happy al'

a
•
U
•

want to Wish
you
If
someone a happy birthday....congratulate
their
on
friends
nengagement. .send
alverhary greetings to your
new
folks.. congratulate
parents...or just say
"hello" in a special way,
use a "HAPPY AD" In The
Ledger — Times want ads.
They're tun.....and Inezpensive too. Just $1.15 for 1
Inch. Call 751-1916 and •
make someone Happy.
.5
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HOP THE WAN-T ADS WAY
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

.
111 1970 'TORINO GT, two door
• hardtop, power steering, power
brakes, vinyl roof. Good condition. Reduced to $1150.00.
Al2C
• Phone 753-0310.

He p Wante
Car Driver
and Waitress

VOLKSWAGEN BUG, real good,
• sun roof, $650.00. Phone 753-8840
or can be seen at 1609 Locust
• Drive.
A13P
•

Jobs available now or
Summer lobs
Call 753-0693 or
753-2975

•

65 Chevrolet truck, two ton, 12 ft
•
• bed, 51,000 actual miles, new
•
• tires, two spares, licensed for
• 1973,for 22,000 pounds, $1250. Call
•
April 12C
• 753-5996.
•
•
COUGAR 1967 XR7, 289 three
EXCELLENT DESIGN
• speed,$700.00. Phone 753Al6C
9043.
This 3 Bedroom house with shag carpet throughout is
•
excellentis all ways, from an outstanding kitchen design •
with built-ins, garbage disposal and dishwasher to the two •
•
spacious baths and brick-walled patio.
• FORD CUSTOM, 1971, four door
sedan, power steering, brakes,
• TOURIST TRAFFIC
• factory 'air. Very clean. ExOpening a New Business? Consider this building site in the
ceptional buy. Phone anytime
Al6C
heart of the tourist traffic.
753-5970.

Paglias Pizza

QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
Call today about this 3 bedroom house with 2 baths which
is centrally heated and cooled. The excellent floor plan,
abundant storage, and an afternoon shaded lot makes for
easy living.

510 Main
WANTED SOMEONE to help
with elderly lady A her home.
A13P
Phone 436-2248.
DENTAL ASSISTANT wanted.
Give qualifications and three
references. Write P.O. Box 32A17C
F,Murray,Ky.

Experienced man or will
train for full time job. Must
be neat and efficient. Good
warking conditions and
insurance benefits. Write
resume to: P.O. Box 32C,
Murray, Ky. 4071.

L
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HELP WANTED

Help
Wanted

THURSDAY-APRIL 12, 1973

MI'RRAV, KENTECKV

•
•
S

GROW IT YOURSELF
Grow your own garden vegetables on the acre of land that
goes with this 4 bedroom house with basement in the
Kirksey area.
GREEN ACRES
Up to 100 Acres; available now in the Northwest part of
Calloway County. One tract with less than 100 Acres has a
3 bedroom house:.one tract has no house.

JEEP, 1977, automate lockout
hubs, vinyl roof, roll bar, 14,000
miles,6 cylinder. Phone 753Al3P
2923.

AUCTION SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

It Happene

Lc:It

L.

PAGE ELEVEN

9N

Call

Call
753-19

753-1916

•

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

NOTICE

•

in West, Tenn.,

AUCTION

only 90 miles

SATURDAY, APRIL 14 at 10:00 A.M.
Location: Ky. 139, 3 Miles South of Cadiz

from MURRAY!

260 ACRE FARM

'The powerful (Ina true
story of Sheriff Buford
Pusser

"WALKING

111; I 1\1PRESSORS
sales 8, tier% iceI / I LELAND COMPRESSOR

M. W. THOMAS ESTATE
• Good Investment Property
• 4300-Ft Highway Frontage, Ky. 139
• Lake Barkley Water District

iaj

Regu

Buy As N

Central Shor4
p'

Terms: 15% Day of Sale, balance within 30 days.
Immediate possession.

Sea

Seamle

Selling Agent: THOMAS REAL ESTATE

753-3011I Day «r Night
1]1%1
,
T

;
Auctioneer: JOHN RANDOLPH

•
BUWK SPECIAL, 1962. Runs, WIL DO trash and brush hauling.
but needs fuel pump, recently Reasonable rates. Phone 753repaired, $60.00. Phone 753-5750, 6130.
TFC
,AUCTION SALE,Saturday, April HOUSEHOLD AND reaf estate AUCTION SALE, Hazel Auction
A14C
902 Main.
NEARBY-2.5 Mi. AWAY
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. 14, 10400 a.m. at the aunt ,Gusie auction, 503 South 16th Street in House,
Kentucky,
Hazel,
Bedroom Frame flame, 2 Ares on blacktop road for
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and Colson Houston homeplace. Turn Murray, Ky., Saturday, April 14, Saturday, April 14, 6:30 p.m.,
FOR
RENT
under $10,000
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or off of highway 94 east on Led- 10:00 a.m., rain or shine at the Jenny Lind bed, antique rocker,
CHEMLNI: OPPORTUNITY for
TFC better Shores subdivision road, late C. A. (Cull) Phillips home. tables, lamps, oak wardrobe, old
753-7625
nights.
two
AVAILABLE MAY 5,
graduate ctiemist for work in
109 yards south of Cook's
Will sell all furniture including pictures, wind up record player.
bedroom apartment, central heat
control laboratory of speciality
Why not? Build on 3.5 Acres and have your own territory.
Grocery. Follow signs.
bedroon suits, 2 half beds, In good condition. Tools, tool
carpeting,
wall
wall
to
air,
and
chemical manufactures, located
House can face either North or West and still be on a
Folks this is one of the oldest complete, dining room suit, chest, pocket knives, tape player,
outlet for washer and dryer.
in Western Kentucky. Exblacktop road.
most antique lot of collector dinette set, round walnut table, 4 large assortment of glass inand
Al3C
Phone 753-9741.
perience in instrumental analysis
CALL TODAY
items you will ever see. An old extra leaves. Color and black and cluding depression and hull
desirable,
such as AA, IR, etc.
Keith Hays 489-2488
store building piled so full that I white TV's , large Hot Point pottery. A building full of other
ONE BEDROOM apartment, air
but not necessary. Applicant
John Randolph 753-8382
not get in to list. Not a regrigerator, stove, 2 air con- good items. For all your auction
could
conditioned, partial utilities
should submit complete resume
Joretta Randolph 753-8382
modern
item in the whole lot. Will ditioners, RCA and Welbilt gun needs contact Wilson & Thompfurnished. Phone 753-9741. A13C
and salary requirements to P.O.
mention a few items I could see case, typewriter and desk, son Auction Service, Wayne
Al3C
omp e
Box 32-X, Murray, Ky.
ome
NOTE: You're invited to our Auction
from the door. 8 or 10 old trunks, laundromat washer, cooking Wilson and Charles Thompson
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
Sat. April 14 at 1:00 P.M.
Remodekng
large collection of dolls and utensils, waffle irons,electric licensed and bonded aucYOUNG MAN for general kitchen
apartment, wall to wall carparts, antique toys of all kinds, skillett, mixer, pressure cooker, , tioneers.
FREE
E
A14C
work, must be neat, efficient, and
lease
location.
No
peting, good
picture frames, tables, beds, Electrolux vacuum cleaner, fans
free to work weekends. No phone
required. $120.00 per month.
pump organ, churns, jars, jugs, and heaters.
calls. Apply Colonial House
April 26C
Phone 753-4331.
a
753-0961
old bottles, fruit jars, glass and Easy chairs rugs, phone and •
Al2C
Smorgasbord.
china, wash and tea kettles, record table, quilts, blankets,
APARTMENTS.
FURNISHED_
-.•
living room, kitchen, bathroom ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service kerosene lamps and lanterns, electric Clock, real nice large tin
WANTED WAITRESS for Oak
Phone Paris,642-6551.
' TFC sewing machine, school desks, door safe, Queene Anne chair
Point Restaurant, near Paris TWO LARGE water front lots In IN CANTERBURY Estates and shower and bath. One or two
flour and vinegar barrels, nail with carved grapes, small table,
bedrooms.
Zimmerman
ApartLanding State Park. Must furnish Blood River Subdivision. $4500.00 three bedroom brick house with
FOR ALL your additions- kegs, bean scales, telephone with drawer (wood pegged),.Sat. April 14-11:111 a.m.
own transportation. Apply in for both. Phone 436-2427 or after family room, utility, fireplace, ments, South 16th Street, 753- remodeling, residential or parts, corn and pea shellers, collar and cuff buttons, 3 iron-: Approximately SS acres
6609.
May9C
person.
Al3C 6:00p.m. 753-8997.
MayllP double garage, central heat and
,
commercial. New or old. Free staves for a covered wagon, cast stone bowls, wine bottle, 2 blade U
•
air Phone 753-6455.
A13C
TFC
14-1:11
p.m.
7534123.
stoves,
and
china
dishes,
April
estimates.
Call
iron
doll
Sat.
pocket
knife,
a
bone
handle
shop,
up
clean
DOOR
THREE
WANT-A,. Aecond. acome." Eir FIVE ROOM frame with,ohont../.
utd books and magazines
-daguerreotype picture and case,-:Perstruat --prepertri-,-.
available imniechatelY. Tr Inopportunity to work part time, set acre of land, $4600.00. Phone 753- FOUR BEDROOM brick, 11
ESILMATE on spectic truck load. Old wood boxes of all old binoculars-in good shape,
/
2
•
(Murray)
A16C FREE
•
own hours, have financial 01244
Al4P baths, wall to wall carpet, terested phone 753-4763.
tank installation. Phone 753•
kinds including old ballot box, beautiful picture frames and • Sat. April 2S-11:119 p.m.
security. Phone 753-1470. MayIIC
TFC lots of items, I don't know what mirrors, old Atwater Kent radio'
7850.
fireplacei----Plt blocks from
Personal
two
bedrooms,
MOBILE
HOME,
of
*ARM HOUSE and 14 acres
downtown, 11
/
2 blocks from
are, could not describe. Come with loud speaker, very old. Flat i my)
•
tillable land in Buchanan, Tenn., Murray Middle School. Phone large yard. Electric heat, air
browse through and buy collector top trunks, initialed pewter set
Ceasikring as Autism?
15 minute drive from Murray. 753-1257.
A13C conditioned, 12' x 18' living room
Improve the looks of your
items.
with initial P. Amber candle
has extension. Water furnished.
For further information phone
•
home with our new vinyl or
Has immediate opening for
For Information caU:t Chester holders, wine set and scattered
Cal
l:
Al2P
Phone
489-2513.
Darrell Rowlett, Puryear, 247- BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
insulated aluminum siding.
2 experienced jbachinist.
& Miller Auction Service, Lynn old pieces. Also wheelbarrow,
Al4C Sharpe Street, beside park,
5198.
New roofs, gutters, storm
Putstanding opportunities
Grove, Kentucky. Otto Chester, ladders, grinder, drill, vise, tool
near schools, shopping center TWO BEDROOM furnished
windows and doors are our
for qualified individuals.
Auctioneer-435-4042. Dan Miller, box, rakes, 2 yard chairs, 2
trailer, air conditioned, 1 mile
university. Phone 1606) 9%9specialty. We also have
Call:
Apprentice-435-4672. "It Pays to wrought iron chairs, concrete
Special $10,000
MayBC from Murray. Garbage pick up
2494.
vinyl or aluminum shutters
Tony DiVito
To Sell The Chester-Miller flower pots, golf clubs, also
Vacation-Retirement Lot
and water furnished. $85.00 per
In black, green or white
M2-9161 or
garage
full
of
1TP double
Way."
IN GATESBOROUGH by owner, month. Phone Cadiz 522150' x 100'
colors.
Write P.O. Box 1059
miscellaneous furniture and
large
three
•
carpeted,
home,
brick
Lake Access, Community
Al6C
6332.
Paris, Tenn.
•
small pieces.
753-8382
living room, den,
bedrooms,
•
Dock,
Boat
and
Motor,
for an interview
Mr. Ray
Brownfield from
CARD OF THANKS
kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
Partially
Furnished,
'furnished
Peoples Bank is administrator of
two baths, double garage with SINGLE BEDROOM
Living
Room
with
Available
imthe Phillips' estate and is offering
apartment.
heat
central
storage room, patio,
Fireplace, Bedroom, Bath,
CEMETERY CARETAKER for
mediately. Electric heat. R.W.
With deepest appreciation the at 1:00 p.m., this nice three
apShown
by
nice
lot.
air,
and
Complete
Kitchen.
South leasant Grove United
family of Clyde Odom wishes to bedroombrick home with tub and
pointiment only. Phone 753-8742 Churchill, 753-2736 or 753Call A. Simrnen
Rt. 1 Box 40
Methodist Church. If interested
Al3C
8395.
express our sincere thanks to our shower bath, living and dining
Al2C
after 5:00 p.m.
AUCTION
Lile Real Estate and
in submitting a bid, contact
full
basement,
friends, neighbors, and relatives rooms,
Buchanan, Tenn.
Auction
SAT. APRIL 14 1:00 P.M.
Harrell Broach, Route 7, Murray,
breezeway,
double
garage.
FURNISHED
BEDROOM.
Will
with
us
our
house,
who
came
to
share
bedroom
TWO OR three
Ph. 642-6974
MR. CURTIS HAYS
or James Euell Erwin, Route I,
Home 354-8353 or
loss of our loved one. For the Painted and well kept. On lot
all new inside. New floors, new rent reasonable to some nice
1 Mi.off Hwy.94 East on
Hazel, Kentucky.
Office 474-2717
Al2C
Al3C
prayers,'the beautiful flowers, 102'.:2' frontage and 295' deep.
ceilings, new paneling, new person. Phone 753-5611.
A.B. Lassiter Road
JERRY'S REFINISHING & the cards and food that was sent. Actually two lots and through
carpets, new linoleums, new
WANTED LADY to do light BY OWNER: three bedroom electrical wiring and heaters, SHOP FOR rent. Call or see Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles We especially thank Collier Mr. Owen Billington, StriaitRial
Items To Be Auctioned: 2
housework. Phone 7534461 or 753- brick house at 1717 Keenland new water pipes, many closets, Jones' Brothers, Hazel Highway, South of Murray on Hwy. 641. Funeral Home for their kind Estate Agency, located in
Mobile Hom•
Bedroom
5558.
A17C Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492- considerations for us all, to the Murray Insurance Agency
Al2C Drive with den-kitchen com- new bathroom fixtures., new 753-7150.
iusedi( 8 x 40 ft.) 21 Cu. Ft.
TFC
building,
Belaire
Shopping
Rev. Hayward Roberts and Rev.
8837.
bination, with all built-ins ( in- kitchen cabinets, new patio, new
Freezer. 30" Electric
Willard Beasley, for their words Center, he will offer brick
WANTED FULL time male help. cluding refrigerator, distil:fisher oversize garage. 1613 West Main FOUR ROOM house, four miles
Range I good condition 1 TV
for the residence and large lot on which
A14P south on 641, toilet and bath. HOUSE PAINTING-exterior, of comfort, and
Apply at. Owen's Food Market, and garbage disposal), central Street, 753-9288.
Black Si White(good 1, lawn
Quality
farm.
or
interior-city
Nice
yard
and
it
stands
organist.
May
and
lot
in
garden
pallbearers and
back
1407 West Main.
Al2C heat and air and garage. Call 753mower, Polaroid Camera,
reasonable
priced.
C
di
J
work,
privileges. Phone 492God bless each of you is our separately. Then combined and
5625.
Al3C
AUTOS FOR SALE
Citation 200 Ibk air tank
8356.
selling for highest money. Mr.
Al7NC Painting Contractors. Phone 437- prayer.
NEEDED PORTER for Murray
( New. electric heater,
May 4P Wife-Roma, children, Mr. and Brownfield reserves right to
4712.
Western Kentucky Stages. Apply FIFTY FOUR acres, woven wire*
floor fan, 3 Pc. twinfarm, 40 muti GT 1967, in excellent
in person.
Charles Odom, Mr. and reject highest bid. Terms 10 per
Mrs.
Al2C fence ariiind--entire
bedroom suite, 3 Pc,
acres in permanent pasture, the condition. Phone 753-0960. A17C ONE BEDROOM furnished WANT YOUR house trailer Mrs. Bobby Odom, and grand- cent day of slae, balance with
apartment, air conditioned, lots underpenned with fiberglass?
bedroom suite, chests,
rest in good timber. This is an
Rhonda, Sandra and clear deed. Possession at once.
children,
shelves, mirror, pole lamp.
ideal cattle farm. Good well, 1964 CHEVY wagon ya, straight of cabinets, two closets. Adjoins 12')(60', only $125.00. Phone 753- Dale and Teresa.
1TNC Eats and drinks available.
Al3P
table lamps, _stool chairs,
large metal garage, small house shift, power steering, with fac- MSU campus, next to White 3938 or 753-5461.
Douglas Shoemaker associate
A13C Hall on Payne Street. Couples
with running water, good ponds, tory air. Phone 753-8780.
stave barrell, fpt-kicker.
Shoemaker Auction & Livestock
only. No pets. Available now. WILL DO painting, interior or
stables, corn crib, good loading
WANT TO BUY
camber sky light, trailer
Company in charge of sale.
Al4C exterior. By the job or hour. Free
chute. Blacktop road to farm, 12 FORD 1966 LTD four door, power Phone 753-3805.
-springs, lawn chair pads,
Phone
753-3375
for
inestimates. Phone 437-4534 or 527miles from Murray, East 94, turn and air. Mechanically good.
dog,irons, boat wench, post
formatiou.
-AIX"
For an excellent waitresApril 24C WANT TO BUY Long bed pick-Up
TRAILERS, two. 9714.
Palestine Church Road. If in- Reasonably priced. Phone 435- HOUSE
hole diggers, shovels,
Al2C
wbo has more than
4981.
Located on Blood River !Ace
NILSic
terested phone 753-4838, ask for
sledge hammer, axes.- wire
camper top. Phone 437-4496 after
waitress ability. This is a
water front lots. Phone 4-2427 KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest 4:30p.m.
Alfred Duncan. I can show you
stretchers, other hand
Al4NC
PIANO TUNING and Repair.
salaried job with pa
the farm most anytime.
Al8C Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
A13C CHEVROLET 'A ton Pickup, after 7:00 p.m.
tools, electrical cords,
Jerry
1966, V8 standard shift, good
commensurate with ex
Cain,
"Every
day you
753-8712. Registered
13th Street,
wash boards, victrola
WANT
Ewing
TO
Call
BUY;
used wheel craftsman Piano Technician
perience and ability.
TWO BEDROOM masonar y condition. Make offer.
delay lets bugs have their
cabinet,
'old wooden bedSERVICES
OITEriED
TFC chair in good condition. Guild.
house, carpeted. On one ac-re orTire Service, 808 Coldwater
way."
TFC
stead, iron bedsteads.
Telephone 753-5010.
A17NC
Al2P
land. Located 12 block north of Road,753-3104
WILL DO house paining,inside or
skillets, Sunbeam mixer,
PIANO
i UN ING -RepairWORK; trucking,
121 bypass on North 16th Street.
outside. Truman Edwards, 607 BULLDOZER
hot plate, waffle iron, ice
used
ILLguBnU
s yoronrew
bank gravel, fill dirt and W
tragduensolvi
d ilglubnusy, rebuilding. Prompt expert serHouse ,completely furnished, 19W GRAND_Xrix, S.J., 27,000 Olive Street, phone
cream freezer, punch set,
753-6587. Al4P also
vice 15 years experience.
everything in good condition... miles. Factory air, power wintopsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138,
Rebuilt
fruit
jars:. Other
pianos
for
Tate.
TFC
afte?5:
00
p.m.
Good investment for the future. dows, steering and brakes., tilt CARPET
Ben' W. Dyer.
34-8161,
laying hens. Phone 753-6940. May CLEANING - ProftS- or
miscellaneous items.
Murray,
Phone 753-0960.
Al7C wheels, AM-FM stereo, vinyl siOnal. Commercial or
Kentucky. Phone 75316C
753-4953
TERMS: Cash day or sale.
residential
8911.
.
,roof. Pontiac mags. $3350.00 at reasonable prices.
ALUMINUM gutters
SEAMLESS
REASON FOR. SAI.E:
Free
TFC
AMC
01,.
11'NE11: Three be )01-11,. Phone 753-8818 or 753-9997.
estimate Will furnish
manufactured and installed by
Owner sold home;, must
references.
•
Phone HanOymaa;753-5917: Vfay Atkins Gutter Installation, WANT TO BUY left shoe. Contact
brick house, air , conditibned,
.4*
vleate , imrnediately.-: No
T.F:sT
door,
:
(1)'vrit()1:
four
Arthur
1969
C.
CHEVROLET,
Jones.
Room
753
10,
10C
Murray, phone 7534407 or
RELIABLE AND iliatilre service' carpeted, built-in appliances
responSible in case -of
APRIL 13NC National Hotel after 5:00
'327, automatic transmission and
station
wanted ceramic bath, utility room,
attendant
accident.
Oldsmobile SUMMER HEAT won't stopp.m.
A.14P
but
Should have some experience in carport and patio, 1610 g.irkwood power steering, 1965
JOHN RANDOLPH
FOR.THE best in pest control
power
mower,
88,
SHOP;
lawn
Delta
door
four
KNIGHT'S
your air conditioner will, if not
service statioh work. Apply in Drive. By appointment only.
REALTY
seryicd
Phoneabe„iced
termite
blacksmith
air.
work.
brakes
and
WANT TO BUY male puppy for
cootrol call
prOperly. Call Morris tiller repair,
person to Kentucky Lake Oil. Phone 753-5782 after 5:00 p.m. steering,
.& AUCTION CO.
Superior Exterminating cmStory
Knight,
Route
1010
seen
at
be
Gene
rchild.
753-3403.
Can
Prefer
German
welding.
Shepherd
•
'
Refrigeration
'Sales
t
Company, South 4th Street. No
Service,
.753-8382
Al4C 7534205.
April 12P 1:;s• beagle. Phone 492-8216. A14C pany,753-7266.
Aigc Avenue.
MaTliP
A13C
May2C Pbone 753-4035
phone calls please.

Gutteri

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•-Ceilin Tile

John - Randolph Realty
and Auction Co.

•

oug on

.
•
•
:
•
•

Future
Auctions

LINGLE CORP.

John Roulolph

-- 1-Realty &
•
Auction Co. r:

Baggett Home
Improvement Co.

•
4
4
4

0
4

3
a

•

•
•
•
7

CAREER
OPPORTUN ITY

Triangle
Inn

You'll Be Glad!

. Arlie/1-0o whi
sled finish will
crack or rust.
wade for y
'
the job by Sei
orised installer

Call Sears
For Free Eel

Use Sears
Payment 1

SHOP AT S
AND SA
Satisfaction Gis.
or Yostr Mone

!Sear
%LARS ROLOUfk

Southside Shim
Center
Murray, K.

ANN'.

EAS1
SPEC
1 - 8x1

12 Bill
PHOTOGF

Only S.
Choice of
Babies &
to Age

Teenagers ar
TOO I
Call 753
For Appoir

Love's S

503 Pr

U.S. CD
GUARD All)
SAFE BOd
COUI

Tnasdays April
Murray Voca tie
7:30 P.
For informatim
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Call

Sell

753-1916

It With A Classified Ad

753-1916
Call

••••••

BOA

NOTICE

NOTICE

Another View

NOTICE

YAMAHA ENDURO 1973, 500
miles. Excellent condition. Phone
A18P
474-2346.

,Tapes! Tapes! Tapes!

pedal Stereo Sale.

THREE BEAUTIFUL Siamese
kittens. Special Easter price $7.50
each. Cathy Christopher, 7535355, can be seen at 1504 Johnson.
Al4C

Friday - Saturday - Sunday
Regular '2.99

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NOW $949
each

GOOD SET of aluminum
MacGregor irons, 2 through
wedge, $60.00. New Duhlop bag.
Phone 753-5885.
Al8C

Buy As Many As 5, Get Them For

$199each
TV SERVICE CENTER

Central Shopping Center
* OPEN SUNDAY 1-6 P.M. *

Sears

All At Reasonable Prices
Kentucky Lake Lodge
Hwy. 68 Restaprant Aurora, Ay.

From the
Factory on
Wheels
Ask ed-on white,
enaas...
eled finish will not peel,
crack or rust. Custom
anatie for your borne oe
the job by Sears authorised installers.

Now Open: Fleming-Go
Marina complete boat
service. Located on Ky.
Lake, 6 miles N.E. of New
- Concord, Ky. Phone 5027534224 or 436-2169.
,r'REE BOOT give away, every
Friday (women's, men's, boy's
or girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe
& Western Sore and Shoe
ttepaie. *inlet= of Sycamore &
A27NC
4th.

1

..

CaU Sears 7534310
For
Estimate

rive

Us. Soars Easy
Paymont Plan
SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE
Satisloctron Guaranieed
or Your Money Back

WOULD THE lady in the black
and white Chevrolet who hit my
green Dodge on the Big K parking
lot Friday, April 6, please call me
Al2C
at 489-2355.

NOTICE
We Will Be Closed
Each Saturday
Beginning April 7th
Open Monday - Friday
THE INURRAV
INSURANCE AGENCY
Bel Air Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

litim a hum

THERE WILL be a meeting,
Saturday,.April 14, at 2:00 p.m. at
Allbritten's Grocery in New
Providence for purpose of
financing upkeep of, cemetery.
All interested please come. Al3C

EWER EGG
is the Ilmay a am

Spas Frani

Sears
SEAM, 11110ESUCK AND

ci.)

Southside Shopping
Center
Murray, Ky.

OLYMPIC STEREO
SPECIAL!!

ANNUAL

't.
ic

a,

r,

C.

s,
p,

er
Is.
ist
Is
re
d
S.
la

Is
er,
ce
et,
er

I..

tett
klo

EASTER
SPECIAL
1- 8X10 and
12 Billfold
PHOTOGRAPHS
Only $595
Choice of Proofs
Babies & Children
to Age 12
Teenagers and Adults
'1.00 Extra
Call 753-2342
For Appointment

Love's Studio
503 Poplar
U.S. COAST
GUARD AUXILIARY
SAFE BOATING
COURSE
Tuesdays April 17, 24 May I
Murray Vocational School
7:30 P.M.
For information phone....

753-2234
or
753-2277

FM/AM/FM STEREO RADIO
WITH GARRARD RECORD CHANGER
AND 8-TRACK TAPE PLAYER. 100 Watts(I.P.P.) Solid State .8 SpeAket
"Duocone" AIR SUSPENSION Audio
System in Two JUMBO -Enclosures with
Horn Diffusers . GARRARD
Automatic Turntable-Diamond.UP
Stylus-45 RPM Adaptor
Dust Cover . Built-in 8-Track-Tape
Player . Slide Controls, and Push Buttons.
. Black. Silver and Walnut Finish Cabinets.
Dimensions: Cabinet(w/Dust Cover) 25a." W x PA" H x 151A- D
1
2'• D
/
2"W x 7/
Speaker Enclosures 20" Ha 121

Pte. -520995
TV Service Center

Reg. '289.95

For A Limited Time Only
-

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865
- OPEN SUNDAY 1-6 P.M. -

..ents referred

FOR GOLD P111_4466, 1 SUG&EST WE
WAIT FOR A MORE FAVORAOLE GOLD
MARKET."
FOR SALE

1.70
/
1
2 OrdersWE ALSO SERVE .
FRESH KY. UlKE CATFISH - STEAKS
- SEAFOODS - COUNTRY HAM - CHICKEN
- PLATE LUNCHES - SANDWICHES

We Go
o Any
Lengthsi

Ti.. lAs U S
n 0 1973 9,

4.- I 5.

FISH DINNERS
All You Can Eat $245

:bon
cky,
i.m.,
ker,
, old
iyer.
tool
iyer,
; inhull
ither
tion
)mptyne
son

Al4C

Sitc-5

HADDOCK BONELESS FILLET

- Seamless
Aluminum
Guttering

CHEVROLET PICKUP 1960.
Good condition. 1965 Mustang,
perfect condition. RCA Victor
television, $15.00. Phone 7533230.
Al4C

Phone 753-5865

SPECIAL !!

3-PIECE STERE0--HAOIO/TAPE
COMPACT
FM/AM/FM Stereo Radio
100 Watts I.P.P.
BUILT-IN 8-TRACK TAPE CARTRIDGE
PLAYER
Slide Controls
8 speaker ''duocone" AIR SUSPENSION
audio system in 2 enclosures with
Horn diffusers and pedestals

HIDE-A-Bed, Griffaw with innerspring mattress. Also wing
back chair and regular arm
Chair. Excellent condition. Phone
753-5799.
A17C
CLEAN RUGS, like new, so easy
to do with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1.00. Big K,
Belaire Shopping Center.
A14C
YOU saved and slaved for wall to
wall carpet. Kepp it new with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
Shampooer $1. Kwilt-Fik Market,
Five Points.
Al4C

FAST RACKING mare, show
quality. English saddle, good
condition. Also 8 month old Irish
Setter puppy. Phone Valerie
Spencer 753-3616.
A14C

Sale Price

Many Other Models to
Choose From

21" POWER MOWER. Phone 7531TC
3623.

I.ARGEST
KENTLICKY's
variety of pistols Buy now while
you can still get them at
TWO PARTY carport sale, reasonable prices. Country Boy
Saturday, April 14,9:00 a.m. -5:00 Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
p.m. Glassware, antiques, from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
clothes, toys, household items and 164. Open Sunday until 4:00
baby items and maternity wear. pm
Al4C
A13C
1652 Ryan Avenue.
CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25',
TELEVISION, BLACK and
and treated fence posts. Murray
White,
Console.
$25.00. Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Phone 753-7916.
Al4C
Al2C Street.

$9995

Reg.'12995

CENTER
SERVICE
TV
Ph. 753-5865
Central Shopping Center

FOR SALE

* OPEN SUNDAY 1-6 P.M. *

foi**************************1
;
HOLSTEIN CALVES *
i
*

FIBERGLASS
BOAT, 16'
Glastron, 33 H.P. Evinrude motor
and trailer. Excellent condition.
Phone 753-2264 after 6:00
pm
Al6C

e
ll - BULLS

i

THREE BEDROOM double- *
wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile *
Homes, South Benne Highway, *
*
Paducah,Ky. Phone 443Al4C *
6150.

or HEIFERS
From 1 Week to Weaning Age

For Further Information . •

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
* Phone 489-2161 After 5:00 p.m. *
*

TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A.
Edison air conditioners. 10,000 1972 FABUGLASS BOAT, walk ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00. through windshield, 115 H. P. Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
motor, Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU, Mercury
$285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby heavy duty trailer. Phone 753- Pickup camper, toppers. We also
8856.
Al6C rent campers by the week or
Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
4
"
weekend. Call' 247-8187 or 489Kentucky.
May ±Cr;11
CHEST OF drawers, antique 2303.
Al4C
glass top
SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy trunk, lamps, Lanterns,
duty, full size. Regular $79 95. jars and many other items. NEW HOLLEY carbureator, 650
Al2C CFM.Phone 753-3473.
Lowest Price Ever!! Check Our Price Before Buying.
Al4P
Sale $47.99. Heavy duty zig ng. Phone 753-6388.
regular $99.95. Sale $63 96.
TELEVISION, Early OLD "COMFORT" magazines,
Deluxe zig zig. Regular $139.95. COLOR
American
237,..Pardo& xonle detect back- to 1218 up- until 1.934
Sale $93.47-. Super de/Ince'rig 71
console. Couch 96" long, high Not Many copies missing. ExRegular $159.95 Sale $114.37.
back 3 cushion hardrock maple cellent reading material, conCentral Shopping Center
751586-5
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Rental-,
trim. Phone anytime 753taining stories by famous
Kentucky.
May 2C
5970.
Al6C authors. Comfort Sister's letters
receipes, quilt and crochet
21" MOWER, Briggs & Stratton
ST-URDI-HOUSE 10'x12' patterns. Letters to Uncle TWO SMALL tables, metal AHM.STRONG'S best one ot
engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller.
aluminum . barn building, in- Charlie, during World War One. shelves, small platform rocker, nylon whitewall tires.
Briggs & Stratton engine, power
sulated, wired and paneled. These magazines are large size $5.00 each or $15.00 for all. See at 775 x 14 or 15" - $16.60 + $2.11
reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding
825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27
Electric heat. Phone 753with 40 or more pages in some. I 607 Olive Street or phone 753mcrwer, 25" cut, Briggs &
855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43
Al6C also have a few old boOkS and' 6587.
8856.
Al2P
Stratton engine, $25845. 7 H.P.
Armstrong Custom supreme 4
farm magazines. Phone 492riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
TELEVISION-STEREO, AM- 8272.
Al4C AKC REGISTERED apricot toy ply polyester 78 series whitewall
Stratton engine, $323.95. 7 H.P.
FM, radio combination console,
poddle puppies and AKC tires.
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
black and white, 1 year old. Good HARLEY DAVIDSON parts. registered German Shepherd F78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40 + $2.42
Stratton engine, electric start,
condition.$125.00. Phone 753Good assortment. Phone 753-2462 puppies. Also AKC registered G78 x 14 or 15" - 618.27 + $2.60
$399.95. Roby Sales Highway 68,
Al2C before
5091.
--A13C Poodle and ART-i'lgistered H78 t-wor-rr- $19.51-+/2.80
May2C
Benton, Kentucky.
German Shepherd stud service. J78 x'14 or 15"- $19.70 + $2.89
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag FIBERGLASS BOAT, 14', con- Phone 753-0957.
A14C L78 x 14 or 15" • $22.70 + $3.13
FENCE SALE-Chain link rug specialist that adjusts to any
verttbfe--tap and upholstered
Armstrong's best line of
fencing DOW on sale at Sears. Call carpet. New and used vacuums
seats. New tires on trailer. 40
polyester glaSe belted whitewall
-Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free
for sale. For free demonstration H.P. Motor. $450.00. Also 15' wood CARPORT SALE, 1209 Doran tires.
estimate. Expert installation also and gift with purchase phone 753lapstake boat, 80 H.P. motor, Road, Friday and Saturday, F78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30 + $2.54
available.
April 28C 0752 or 753-0359.
April 12C heavy duty trailer, $525.00. Phone
April 13 and 14, 10:00 a.m.-4:00 G78 x 14 or 15" - $20.89 + $2.73
A13C p.m. Lots of baby clothes, shoes,
753-5901.
H78 x 14 or 15" - $21.98 + $2.96
GOLF CLUBS, 7-piece set. NEW 19" color Television, $299.95
household items, men and
Portable typewriter. Electric while they last. Roby Sales, High- BLACK VINYL couch and chair,
women's clothes clothing. A14C J70 x 14 or 15" - $22.43 + $3.02
adding madzine.Gas grill. Phone way 68, Benton,Kentucky.
bedroom suite, table and four
$24.73 + $3.13
753-1257. A13C 2C
A13C GOING OUT of business sale. L78 x 14 or 15" chairs. Phone 753-0428,
Armstrong's 'best line of
Cook's General Merchandise, polyester steel belted whitewall
AVON TO buy"or sell. Call 753- SOLID RED couch and chair. RABBITS:- FRYERS
and
8706 or 4434IX6. Write Glenda Good condition, $50.00. Phone 753- breeding stock. Reagan's Rab- Hazel, Kentucky. Closing out tires.
entire stock of dry goods, ready
$23.13,-1Duke, P.O. Box, 3247, Paducah, 4875.
A14NC bitry. Phone 753-4011.
Al3C to wear, shoes, and notions. At F78 x 14 or 15" April 26C
Kentucky,42001.
big discounts. Some discounts up G78 x 14 or -15" - $24.27 + 12.87
TOY POODLES; white, 7 weeks
Al4P
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears old. For more information phone BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. to 50 per cent.
H78 x 1415"li $25.58 + $3.10
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
seamless gutters, installed per 753-3635 after 8:00 p.m.
Al4NC Piano Company, across from
Armstrong Polyester glass
your specifications. Call Larry
CUB TRACTOR and equipment. belted wide 70 series with raised
TenPost
Office,
Paris,
Lyles
at 753-2310 for free AIR CONDITIONER, 14,000
A13C Plow disc; mower, cultivator. white letters.
May 12C BTU, four years old. Perfect nessee.
estimate.
Phone 753-5538 after 5:00
G70 x 14 or 15- - $23.01 +$2.86
_
Al3P 1-170 x 14 or 15" $23.81 + $3.09
condition, $125.00. Phone 753-6069 TWO GENTLE,7-years; 12 hand, p.m.
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, between 7:30 and 2:31)days. A14P
Armstrong nylon glass belted
gelded, ponies. One pinto, one
MOBILE HOME,8'x35'. Ideal for wide 60 series with raised white
extra clean, on rented lot
dark chestnut, flaxen mane, tail.
lake lot. May be seen at Hale's Letters.
overlooking Kentpcky Lake. Air NEW-MODEL 94 Winchester, Phone 753-3505 after 4:00
Lock Shop and trailer Park. A14C G60 x 14 or 15" -$25.53 + $3.18
conditioned, utility pole, 8'x16' Lever Action Carbine, 30 x 30.
• L60 x 14 or 15" - $28.44-4- $3.86
porch, underpenned, concrete Sling iind two boxes of Ammo, pan.
ALUMINUM BOAT,14' Richline
waft, fenc -T7Y-.---antenna. $80.00:Call 7534251.
Al4C USED B--ALDWIN -gm
-Wet Wanes. with 18 H.P. Evinrude motor and -AIMS-tronr8 best big iw y
Al4NC
Phone 436-2284.'
Used Baldwin organs. Used nice trailer. All in good condition. treadAruck tire, tube type.
STOREY & Clark antique pump Baldwin growl pianos. Lenard()
Phone 435-4981.
A 12C
GARAGE SALE, 1703 Parklane organ and stool. Excellent
650 x 16 -6 ply, 820.93 + $2.58
Piano Company, across from
,Drive, 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. condition, $150.00. Phone 753-8769
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40
Post Office, Paris,TenRUGGED REMINGTON Rand
Saturday, April 14. Lawn mower, after 3:30p.m.
A14C nessee.
A13C typewriter and a one wheel utility 700 x 15 - 6 ply, $21.67 + $2.80
roll-away
tricycle
bed,
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
trailer with hitch. Also want to
numerous other items.
, A13C 1970 TRIUMPH 500cc, $750.00.
AUTOMATIC WASHER, buy electric typewriter. Phone 825 x 20- 10 ply, $54.16 4- $6.14
1969 MG B Roadster, wire Westinghouse, heavy duty, clean,
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $65.43 + $7.33
767-2351.
Al2C
LOST & FOUND
wheels, AM-FM radio, leather excellent condition, $70.00. Coffee
1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 4-59.10
FOUND: POINTER, small interior, 23,000 miles, $1475.00. table and 2 end tables with for- TWO BEDROOM house trailer, 1000 x 22 - 12 ply, $80.26 + 89.98
Al3P mica top, 615.00 for set. Phone
Armstrong's best log or
female, Center Ridge area Phone 753-3273.
good gas stove, refrigerator and
A13P air conditioner. $800.00. Phone traction type truck tire.
Phone 436-2150.
Al4('
753-3092.
'
HONDA 1970-50 mini trail. Good
600 x 16 -6 ply, $21.83 +.$256
435-4313.
Al2C
670 x
- 6 ply, $22.09 + $2.89
STRAYED OR stolen male red condition, $175.00. 1951 Chevrolet 35 MASSEY Ferguson tractor
and white hound. Extra large k's ton panel will make • good plow, disc an cultivator. New VA LOANS,no down„paviient for 700 x 15 - 6 ply, $23.30 + $3.33
ply, $30.18 +44.12
size, older dog. If sten please camper,$250.00. Phone 489- • :tires. Real good condition. Phone qualified 'veterans. 12 years to 750 x 16
Al4C 489-2462.
Al3P pay. Drive on out to almost to 825 x 20 - 10 ply, $63.89 +17.25
phone 436-2336. Reward.
Al2P 2595
Clarks River Bridge on BelUine. 900 x 20- lOply, $69.92 + 0.51
LOST: LONG haired black mixed
amateur"
ALLIED
AX-190
Bank financing on spot.' Bill's 1000 x 20-12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52
ANTIQUE DRESSER, good
breed dog in Locust GroveRiew
speaker.
matching
and
rct-eiver
Mobile Homes, 3900 Solith 1000 x 72- 12 ply, $87.61 +.$11.50
condition, $30.00.
Providence area, medium Phone 743-1)930
Excellent condition. $220.00: Beltline Highway, Padueah, Ky., Roby Sales, Highway ,68,
after 5:30
May K'
sized, wearing red collar. Please
A 13C 443-6150.
Phone 753-9242.
A 14C 13entonly.
Al2NC
call 753-5622 after 5:00 p.m. -A13C
0
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Democrats To Seek
Controls Extension

USDA Gives Protein Safe Boating
Course Planned
s
Bean
Dry
Ratings;
Cheaper Than Meat

The Murray-Kenlake Flotilla
of the U. S. Coast Guald
Auxiliary:will repeat the CoastGuard approved 3-lesson course
in safe boating beginning next
Tuesday evening, April 17, and
continuing for the next two
Tuesday evening, April 24 and
May I, at 7:30 p.m at the
Murray Vocational School in
Murray.
Many boaters in the area
have attended presentations of
the course in the past two years
and learned boating techniques
which have enabled them to
handle their boats with greater
ease and safety, a spokesman
said. The course is open to all
interested men and women.
Teen-age boat operators are
especially welcome.
Some of the topics which will
be covered during the three
lessons will be trailering, Rules
of the Road i the traffic rules of
the water), recognition of
navigational aids, and a boat
owner's and operator's legal
responsibilities.
The boating public is urged to
attend the course to learn some
of the procedures which can
lead to greater safety when
skiing, fishing, or out for a
pleasant ride. The course is
taught by U.S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary members who have
been certified as instructors by
the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary.
There is a nominal fee of $2.00
for the course and those who
complete the three lessons will
receive a Safe-Boating decal to
place on their boats.
Further information may be
obtained by calling 753-2277 or
753-2234.

WASHINGTON ( AP) House Democrats, again reversing their course, worked today
on a compromise price-control
bill to be debated Monday.
A freeze of most prices, rents
and interest rates as of March
16 was reported to be under
consideration as Democratic
members of the Banking Committee conferred behind closed
doors.
A tougher bill, rolling back to
Jan. 10 levels, was abandoned
Wednesday in the face of
furious opposition from banks,
businessmen and farmers, especially cattlemen. Leaders
sftsen agreed tentatively to substitute a simple 60-day extension of President Nixon's discretionary powers, giving the
committee more time to work
out a control plan to stiffen
what Democrats call Nixon's
ineffective Phase 3.
Economic control authority
expires April 30, unless extended by Congress.
The simple 60-day extension
plan lost favor overnight, with
a number of influential Democrats reportedly insisting on a
chance to vote on a substantive
next
before leaving
bill
Thursday on a 10-day Easter
recess.
Banking Committee Democrats then went to work on a
substitute bill, while leaders
cleared next Monday's calendar
to provide time for debating it.

lsppoin<t,:ing to the Nixon admina
tratt)Shultz said leaving the question of Nixon's economic stabilization powers in question was,
in itself, "an inflationary factor." The administration favors
a one-year extension of Nixon's
wage or
horciotyntrW
pr tce
aui
ols.imP°se
The original bill would roll
back prices, interest rates and
rents to Jan. 10, 1973, levels. It
is opposed by the Nixon administration, which wants the existing law extended.
Chairman Wright Patman,0Tex., of the Banking Committee
balked at the proposed 60-day
extension, which would be considered under procedure barring amendments.
Noting that his conunittee
had approved the rollback
measure by a 21-9 vote, Patman said all House members
should be allowed to propose
and debate amendments if they
want to.
Without Rules Committee
clearance, he complained,
members -will be denied this
right."
.- "Controls are never an easy
solution," Patman said, citing
rising living costs and "the averages of runaway inflation."
He blamed President Nixon
Jor having "placed the nation
in an economic condition where
itmui make such tough decisions."
Patman said "special conditions should not be allowed to
rule congressional decisions.
Congress must have the courage to rise above this."

of such ticklish items as food
controls and meat boycottsdidn't pose :he problem exactly
that way today. But that's the
way it came out.
What the USDA experts did
advisers from the Murray Vocational School
MURRAY VOCATIONAL WINNERS-Students and
was to put out some advice on
annual regional conference of the Future
second
the
at
ceremon)
how to stretch the food dollar
are shown following the awards
Murray State University Thursday, April 5. They
of
campus
the
on
American
of
body-building
Leaders
ich,
Business
for protein-r
Mrs. Brenda Nix, adviser; Vicki Kalberer, who won a
are ileft to right): Jim Lawson, coordinator;
foods necessary in family nutriwho won a first place in senior stenographer; Connie
Fogg°,
Carol
first place in senior clerk typist:
tion. They very carefully avoidMrs. Martha Crawford, adviser.
Witherington, who had a second place in junior stenographer; and
ed any recommendations.
to
the state conference later this
mace
ads
will
contests
21
01
each
in
awards
three
top
the
Winners of
Measured in terms of Februspring.
ary grocery- prices, a six-cent
Robert G. Spann On
serving of dry beans will provide the same amount of proHonor Roll At Colkge
tein as 66 cents worth of porterRobert G. Spann, son of Mr. house steak or 67 cents worth
and Mrs.Guy Spann, Murray, is of lamb chops, the experts said.
on the honor roll of top scholars
Further, according to the
at David Lipscomb College, USDA cost figures, when it
Nashville, Tenn., just released comes strictly to meat and
by Dean Mack Wayne Craig.
poultry, the best buys for proTo qualify for the Honor Roll, tein-conscious shoppers are
a gradepoint average of at least whole chicken and hamburger.
3.5 in a 4.0 system is required.
"One way to determine good
This means that those on the list buys among meats and meat
are nearly straight-A students alternates is to compare the
that profor the previous quarter, costs of amounts
ranking in the upper 20 per cent vide equal protein," the Agriof the approximately 2000 cultural Research Service said
enrolled
in a report.
Spann, a graduate of Murray
Twenty grains of protein, for
High School, is following a example, is about one-third of
major program in speech at the recommended dad% allowLipscomb, where he is now a ance for a 20-year-old man. A
member of the junior class.
three-ounce serving of cooked
lean beef, pork, lamb, veal,
The proposed tentative extenturkey or fish provides about 20
three students from Calloway County were among those who won sion was described today by
-These
RECOGNITION
F'131.A
grams of protein or more.
Business Leaders of America Secretary of the Treasury
recognition during the second annual regional conference of the Future
On a 20-gram basis, the proare (left to right): Becky George P. Shultz as disThey
5.
April
Thursday,
University:,
on the campus of Murray State
tein-cost rating of bacon, for
second place for scrapbook; Marilyn Thomas, Murray
School.
High
County
Calloway
Burkeen.
example, is 63 cents; hot dogs
Murray Vocational, second place for
Vocational, first place for scrapbook: and Coleen ('avanaugh.
35 cents and bologna 47 cents.
of FBLA in West Kentucky
chapters
school
high
17
from
bulletin board. %lore than 500 students
Some other ratings on this 20included 21 events.
which
competition
day-long
in
participated
Funeral services for J.S. gram protein scale: peanut butMcDougal of 310 North 8th ter .12 cents; milk and eggs 18;
Street will be held today at two beef liver; turkey and canned
p.m at the chapel of the J.H. sardines 20; liverwurst 34 and Livestock
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) --a A (ACT), passed a resolution
Churchill Funeral Home with veal cutlets 63.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- A
resolution to shelve education Wednesday in favor of academaccordOne pound of beans,
Rev. Richard Walker ofU.S. Department of Agriculture
sanctions against the state of ic freedom, which it had deing to the Burea of Labor Sta- official says a normal flow of
ficiating.
Kentucky was one matter fac- feated a year ago.
Pallbearers serving will be tistics, cost 26 cents in Febru- slaughter cattle has resumed at
ACT President Mrs. Elinor
ing the Kentucky Education Asmeant
Rudy McDougal, Thomas ary. Translated, that
the Louisville market.
sociation (KEA) as its three- Martin said last year's vote
McDougal, Leland McDougal, that 20 grams of bean protein
came at . the end of a long
Tom Cox, of the USDA Marday convention continued.
Boyce • McDougal, Arthur cost 6 cents.
apto
expected
agenda during the state KEA
ket News Branch at the stockis
KEA
Green,
The
Spelling relay-Kim
Gail Ottway of Reidland High spring for the-right to represent
Vinson, and Floyd McKenzie.
By comparison, porterhouse yard, said
Wednesday's
dropping a proposal to convention in Louisville, when
Tommy
prove
County;
connational
the
Fulton
in
Kentucky
of
Nimmo
Richie
and
School
Intertnent will be in the Murray steak cost $1.9'7 a pound, or 66 receipts of about 900 slaughter
Hodges, Fulton County; and ask the National Education to tired delegates apparently
South Marshall High School won ference.
the cents for 20 grams of protein.
with
Cemetery
cattle and 1,000 hogs were back
third
impose sanctions, a form of didn't fully understand what
and
second
Lynn Johnson, Syrnsonia.
Other first,
arrangements t* the J H
The highest-priced meat on to the usual pattern after errat- Miss FBLA and Mr. FBLA
-Randy educational blacklisting, they were voting on.
processing
individual
Data
the
in
winners
place
the
regional
during
honors
at
chops
Home.
lamb
Churchill Funeral
the scale was
ic flow last week due to the conference of the Future categories were:
The academic freedom resoMcGehee, Reidland; Shirley against Kentucky.
McDougal, age 83, retired $2.18 per pound for a 20-gram consumers' meat boycott.
says -controversial isand
lution
County;
Christian
il
in
Parker,
speaking-G
considered
Public
were
Sanctions
Business Leaders of America at
teacher of Stewart County, protein cost of 67 cents.
inHe said prices for slaughter Murray State University Larkins, Carlisle County; Tim Keith Anderson, Heath.
the wake of a statewide sues should be a part of
Tenn., died Tuesday at his
animals were holding well with recently.
-Terri teachers strike in 1970.
structional programs when
accounting
and
Junior
Marshall;
South
York,
home. His wife, Mrs. Mertie
1111I/11111— fluctuations, with
Nelson, North Marshall; Kynda
In the first day of meetings, judgement of the professional
They were among more than Keith Branson, Reidland.
Vinson • McDougal, "died SepUSDA-graded Good beef run- 500 high school students from 17
Senior stenographer-Carol White, Heath; and Gloria KEA Executive Secretary J. staff deems the issues approteber 8, 1969. He was the son of
ning from $41.80 to $43.20 per FBLA chapters in West Ken- Foggo, Murray Vocational; Chronistec, Caldwell County. Marvin Dodson called Wednes- priate to the curriculum and to
the late Robert P. and Mary K.
hundredweight and hogs at tucky who were on the Murray Susan Kelly, Christian County;
Karnes, day for increased political ac- the maturity level of the stuClerical-Paula
Shaw McDougal.'and a member
136.10 to $36 25 for Nos 1 and 2 State campus for a day of and Melissa Clark, Carlisle North
dent."
Sandra tion by the group.
Marshall;
of the Rushing Creek Baptist
grades.
The resolution defines acaFisrgrove, Christian County;
County.
contests and activities.
"The decisions that really
Church.
Arthur Norton of Puryear,
Junior stenographer-Cheryl and Darlene Rhew, Heath.
are demic freedom as "the right of
schools
the
coveted
for
break
or
Competition
make
The Murray man is survived
Tenn., Route 1, retired car- Nomhsatioa
Penmanship-Cheri Bivins, made in Frankfort and in the learner and his teachers to
Miss and Mr. FRLA titles was Robey, Ballard Memorial;
by one daughter, Mrs. Cieburn
AP) - only one phase of activity in a Connie Witherington, Murray West Hopkins; Robbie Watson,
penter, died at 3:45 p.m.
FT KNOX. Ky
Washington, D.C., Dodson said, explore, present, and discuss
her
and
. Anna Mary Adams
Tuesday in Henry County President Nixon has nominated
Vocational; and Nina Vick, Carlisle County; and Sandra "and these decisions are politi- divergent points of view in the
21
contests,
that
included
day
husband of 201 North 10th
General Hospital, Paris, Tenn. the commanding general at Ft. including both school and in- Livingston Central.
quest for knowledge and truth."
June Davis, South Marshall.
cal decisions."
Street, Murray, and one sister. He was 77.
Knox, Maj. Gen William R. dividual competition. Winners
Senior clerk typist-Vicki
Eugene Smith Memorial
added,
he
"Therefore,"
Mrs. Niecie McKenzie of
Funeral services are planned Desobry, for promotion to lieu- in each category were awarded Kalberer, Murray Vocational: Scholarship-Paulitta
Black- "maybe we need to become
Murray.
for two p.m. today at McEvoy tenant general. Secretary of trophies, while second and third Marcia Bryant, North Mar- burn, Carlisle County; LaNell
better politicians and there's
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn., Defense Elliott Richardson an- place finishers were presented shall; and Jill Nordman, Easley, Caldwell County; and _nothing wrong with that,"
--1)
.
with burial in Henry County nounced Wednesday
--0411WietirriiiilVage
linda Habeck, Reidland.
Caldwell County.
ribbons.
A KEA affiliate, the AssociMemorial Gardens. •
Desahry, commander at Ft.
Junior clerk typist-Karen
Ethel M. Flock Scholarship- ation of Classroom Teachers spend more time in the Mall
Carlisle County was the big
A native Henry Countian, Knox since April 1971, will be- winner in the competition with Flegle, Carlisle County; Denise Gail
Ottway,
Reidland•
area and visit the White House
Norton was born March 13, 1896, come commander June 1 of the seven first places, while Smith, Symsonia; and Sheila Charlotte Cayce, Caldwell
and the National Historical Wax
a son of the late Tom and Ida Army's Fifth Corps, headquar- Reidland
County; and Judith Polivick,
Murray Ellington, Reidland.
and
Museum.
Paschall Norton. He was tered at Frankfurt, Germany.
Carlisle County.
Vocational had four firsts each.
The delegation left Kentucky
married Dec. 16, 1923 to the
U. Gen. Willard Pearson,
Chapter awards for first,
First, second and third place
Saturday by chartered buses.
second and third plate went to •
They attended services Sunday
An old-fashioned sheep- former Nese Bedwell, who who has commanded the Fifth award-winners will represent
Parliamentary proceduremorning at the Washington
shearing and demonstrations in survives. He was a member of Corps for more than two years, the region against winners from
Carlisle County, Farmington
Shrine of the ImCathedral,
how to card and spin raw wool the Reorganized Church of will retire June 1, Secretary three other regions in the state
.
L
Richardson said.
and Symsonia.
FBLA competition later this
will highlight the afternoon Latter Day Saints.
maculate Conception, or other
Besides his wife, he leaves a
Chapter exhibit-Carlisle
Those parents who are inactivities at Empire Farm on
well-known churches in the
unty, South Marshall and
terested in beginning -a TeenSunday, April 15, in Land daughter, Mrs. C.B. Sturdivant
area.
Town for teenagers are urged to Murray Vocational.
Betwen the Lakes, TVA's big of Puryear, Route 1; a son.
The conference opened
Original project-Carlisle
contact Mrs. Hafford James.
outdoor recreation area in Joseph H. Norton of CarSunday afternoon with an
Mrs. James said that such a County, Symsonia and Murray
western _Kentucky and Ten- pentersville, Ill.; three sisters,
assembly and conference,
.
facility would be fully super- Vocational.
nessee. The demonstrations will Mrs. May Holland and Mrs.
committee meetings.
Chapter activity reportvised at all times.
Start at I
p.m., and run Lillie Mathis, both of Paris, and
Diane Cabot, with the MentaiReidland, Murray Vocational
through 430 p.m. Similar Mrs. Hope Appell of Evansville,
Health Association, spoke on
intimated that she
She
and Symsonia.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. the matter.
"You, Youth and '73," at the
demonstrations will be held for Ind.; seven grandchildren and
had a number of items
VocaBayer is one of 13 persons al- already
ray
Scrapbook-Mur
AP)- A defense attorney has
school groups on Tuesday, April one great grandchild.
Monday morning Assembly.
a
plus
Teen-Town,
for use in the
17, and Wednesday, April 18,
said he may ask that some leged to have been involved in building.
tional, Calloway County and
Tours were made during the
testimony in a federal-court a car theft ring who have not
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North Marshall.
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County
promised project
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WASHINGTON I AP)- Let's
say you have a choice between
a sizzling porterhouse or a
serving of dry beans. Would
your selection be influenced if
you had to pay for it-and you
knew the beans cost.* 10th as
much and had the smile nutritional value?
Experts from the 4J.S. Department of Agriculture--wary
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Comfortable, cool and carefree. . .deli•
cote floral flocking on a pastel poly
ester ground. Perfect for those roman evenings, excellent for
S01111 or
tic
formals. too. 45" wide. machine woshable.

Famous Fiscars light-

EA..

95

on• who appreciates
quatity.

weight scissors. Only
weighs 3 oz. Direct
from Finland. Try it.moll like it. For some-
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BREEZE

SUMMER

.'3.99 yd.

;

CREPE

A -VAttlat
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Open Daily 9-9; Sunday 12:30-6:00

Highway 641 South
master charge

Polyester and Cofton 45" Wide in
designers lengths. Machine Wash
and dry, dress and blouse patterns,
geometrics, florals and Many More.

Includes Brushed Denim

AN ASSORTMENT

$1199

Great for spring -right through summ•rl
100'; polyester Snits I n your choice
of new fashion prints and solids. 58''
to 60" in de, and they're easy care
machine wash and dry, too'

KNITS

POLYESTER

•

SWISS
Dainty Hocked designs on Gingham& and domestic dotted swiss...
a demon lisok for a fashionable
female! 65% docron, 35% cotton,
45" wide. Mach,ne wash and dry
enorment press

PRINTED ORTIFEITM

YO

29

SWISS
'
Always feshirteable...contfrers, tool
65% decron, 35% cotton domestic
dotted swiss. Select frees pastel
dots on white, el whit* dots on
lovely pastels. 43" wide, permanent press, machine wash n'
riti•

TD

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

Values to 5 1.59

19:UN

Over 30 big items to choose from!
From needles to thimbles, you'll
find them here. Values to 69C
Hurry in and save!

NOTIONS

"L99

Reg.$1

Easter Volue....regularly $2.99 per yd.
Pastel acetate and nylon crepe, self.
lined with 100% ocelot*. Ideal for that
new spring suit!' 45" wide, washable,
too!

88

of 100% pelySuper Value! Our entire its
•ster &mile knits has been drastically reduced for this special Easter celebration!
caters wad &sive,
Thousands of yerds,
60" wide and all on full bats. Crepeo, jacquards, two ton•s, multi-colored prints, twills
wed more... they're all an ialit at faltrific newt
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100% POLYESTER
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$9999

DEPTH
FINDER

SHAKESPEARE
DFI

59?

Asst Colors

HOSE

LADIES
Fruit of the Loom

ISale Starts Thurs., Apr. 12,1
Ends Mon., Apr. 16

5

"
$125

or LFG 300

Sale

Reg. 11.19

10-oz. Bottle

For dry hands and skin.

LOTION

INTENSIVE CARE

VASELINE

FISH
LO-K-TOR
300
LFP

Highway 641 MURRAY,KY.
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DRESS SHIRTS

Men's Short Sleeve
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WARMER
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DELUXE

$7.85

404

ZEBCO 909

25.50

21.95

18.50

Retail Price
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808

ZEBCO 808
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ZEBCO 404

$467
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GRILL

$ 1 99

GARBAGE
CANS

GALVANIZED

20 Gallon

Small Life Jackets
$297
Approved for small boats.

the smallest boat or the largest shio
Reg. '12.97 $997

Coast Guard Approved for

LIFE
JACKETS

• DISCOUNT
PRICES

All At Our
Usual...

CORNING
WARE

Full Line
of

Uncle

•

THURSDAY-APRIL 12. 1973

.
-111
Come In And See Why Ertrybotly Shops
'fig a. fiti sit un
'•

$1157
$1527
$1757
$2297

ZEBCO REELS

NEW ZEBCO ONE

Fiching

For Bank

Steel Construction

$697

BALL GLOVES

Rawling

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

CHAIR

- Camping

11,

,i0a0795;74:461

'4.49

1111-. LEDGER & TIMES - NIL:KHAN'. KENTUCKY

Don't Miss These
Fantastic Savings

$10 17

. BOAT
CUSHIONS

Reg. 519.95

v. Complete Set

TV ANTENNA SETS

BLACK & WHITE AND COLOR

Avacado, Poppy Rid

Comes in Harvest gold,

SERVER

and

TENNIS
RACKETS
$ 1 59

•Asst.
Colors

THURSDAY-APRIL 12, 197i

THURSDAY-APRIL 12. 1973

Reg.

THE LEDGER & TIMES MURRAY, KENTUCKY

1111- 1

DGI It & TINIES

•Sizes 10-13

Socks

Men's Orlon Knit

P 11,1-. TWO

_•_•_•_

..=

II ••
..
z

1I
Fe

rj

_is.,

611

.

"

PICNIC

3-PIECE SET
REDWOOD

ti

NI

- 4t1.

)L
,4

-11

16

c
each

IN White & Yellow
1/4 & 1/8-oz.

SHYSTER
LURE

11111
1..K:Mir

COLLAPSIBLE WIRE

Reg. '3.25

MINNOW TRAP

rill' '-.

•,.",.”.
'4
'

,i,

97

.A
....,*

'16
-40

Reg.
•
'2.27
_

$ 1 67

Trap door

.

ZEBCO 33

Combination

ZEBCO
3490

.......

1 927

,

.."c,' • p--,,,, /

I am

.
)
fie
,
at

1

op....•••""/"•--••••..

i

0\\

$

7

569

by Shakespeare
3-Speed, Forward & Reverse

Reg. '64.97

,

TROLLING
MOTORS

N.., . ,
......„.
—• i
Model 150A
Reg. $ 199
'21.97 1
606 or 606L
WONDER TROLL
grim.

Johnson
Commander

*a'11
\

1 1 47

Johnson
Century
100 8

•
Model 13013
Reg. $ni97 .
,,,
'24.97 4 I
,.

Johnson Sabre

-i

j ii„,,,,,,,,,,,
tiNTili
,, t
,

%

Johnson
REELS

$237
$3957

SKI TOW
ROPES

$

1

Reg. 99'

A

*41

4str(7

.

•=4#

/

Iftbrsioe

11v;

spool
-

Per

Lb. Spool

88lit

4
/
1

Shakespeare
Formula 7
Mono Line

Many Others to Choose From

75 Ft 1/4", Double Handle
Reg. '3.17
$217
75 Ft 1/4", Floating Handle
$319
l'

Reg. '1.67

•Uses 6-volt lantern battery
•Flourscent body

LANTERN

1 17

—Many Others to Choose From-

Reg. '47.98

6-VO1T
WEATHER PROOF

-=

$4287Pr'

THE MUSTANG by GG

Reg. '51.98

DICK POPE JR. SKIIS

SKIIS

Each

,..:.
•-..,..

..\.•>.

%.

•-.
..•••

a..

......

',As*

FISH
SKINNER

,..., _
I . ,

Reg. 34.27

Reg.
s r4.27

.

;,

r A ell

.

7,p

LURES

Assorted

•

7,-*•••••-•...,..

me

cYhoou!

.

--. •••

•
<

•
•
*O.

CYPRESS GARDEN

•

•••..---.....,..
"' •
.•----*

THURSDAY—APRIL 12 197i

AUTOMATIC

$

Removes Skin and scales in one easy
action.,•
Steel with Aluminum Roller

,

$22.97

Reg.

Zebco 33 Reel-6100 Zebflex Rod

--,

;I

it ,.....„vet4el. FISH BASKETS
,..4.. ..
9/16 inch. mesh wire
zink-chrome finish
„
F 5 ... e
.:m.
J.: Aptomatic Spring closing

c‘

A

1

,

- •
. .

539.97

•-•,1,

99

TABLE & BENCHES

'4"... .,'.-..-:-,1

:....,

'Reg. s4"

$

ROd & Reel

3

k 1

res
--ttt, Zebco202

15

Nil Hi111

i

H.m11.•.

..
/ 2 Benches v 1 Table

-. .

Al:

.
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PAGE SIX

-

Sizes 2-6

Little Girl's

*

Values to '4.00

TRACK SHOES
$ 1 66
VINYL

$1 67

CANVAS SHOES
Red-Blue

THURSDAY—APRIL 12, 19'73

Prices From

Sizes 7-14

*

*

$

87

Prices From

/
Sizes 81
Sturdy Vinyl Uppers'
2 T6iies *It/White

BOY'S

arb

k
41

DRESS SHOES
2-6

*

$397

"New Spring Colors"

DRESS'SHOES

...

$797

GIRLS
DRESSES

From

2
/
2-241
/
Sizes 181

$L 97
Prices From

Sizes 3-14

DRESSES

LADIES

Gothero EASTER VALUES
these

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

* SHOE DEPARTMENT

CHILDRENS

*

1 97

MEN'S and BOY'S

LADIES

Prices From *$

Sizes 81-14

33
$2

Asst Colors

Sizes J-l6

SHORT SETS

Cite Styles & Colors

PAGE THREE

•

16-0z. Can

Choice of Regular,
Super Hold,
Unscented, UltraHold.

Style
Hair
Spray

Choice of Regular or Unscented

DEODORANT

BAN
ROLL-ON

: Discount Prices

Low
Low

EASTER
BASKETS
4411

Large Assortment

EASTER
CANDY

Ira,

000(
.1011,

Shrinks Hemorrhoids

Preparation H

00,1t(IIfl

Limit: 2

Quart Bottle
32 oz.

Kills the germs
that cause bad
breath.

Mouthwash

Listerine

2

50 sheets o(decorated envelopes
Pack of 26.
Reg. 69`•
Your
for69;
Choice

WRITING TABLET

"Say It With Flowers"

NIFTY

DENTURE CLEANSER TABLETS
40 Tablets
Reg. '1.29

76;

EFFERDENT

Cleans deep
stains, leaves
dentures odor
free!

PRICES

LOW, LOW

Reg.

5 m,,At
Ce.ntnes

{AOKI 1111

MAU %polders

Fr armee A
I'wince C
Iraroce E
Iralrance M

us

YOU'LL
'LOVE'

Dune' Mc 5
Estee &Met
My Sin

Arpete

IF YOU
LIKE

10-oz bottle

Intensive
Care
Lotion

Vaseline

3.00 $ 119
Value

4-oz. Spray Deodorarit.
I

43/4-oz. After Shave Lobo!) and

Combo
Set

After Shave
Lotion

DISCOUNT PRICES

Old
Spice

Like
Famous
Colognes

2, 1973

New styles, new colors, we
have them all, with polarized
and FF77 lenses.

SUN
GLASSES

, FOSTER
GRANT

THURSDAY-4PM

AQUA
VELVA

58;

Family Size Tube
6./5-oz.

PEPSODENT
TOOTHPASTE

sodent

Shop now while selection is good! Relieves pain, stops itching in
most cases.

A:,

14 H
PREPARAT'0

Ointment

Preparation H

PAYLESS DEPARTMENT *

Uncle Jeff's

KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,

1 111-

LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Special!

LIVE ACTION FOOTBALL

"PRO-BOW

Only

--Stop In and See for Yourself-

The Only True Discount
Prescription Prices!!

'8.95 Value

THURSDAY—APRIL 12. 1973

Lithe Camera — Big Pictures!
Easy Drop-In Film Loading
v Flash Pictures Without Flash Batteries
AND ...
Shutter
Electronic
Automatic
v
v Easy Close-Ups to Three Feet

CAMERA

Kodak
Pocket
Instamatic 40

A 3-1) game with real moving, blocking, kicking,
tackling, head -knocking football. On a heal,
vinyl field 31 2 X 7 It. you line up the complete
offensive and specialist players. The
mechanical ball carrier actually 'runs with the
ball...and the wheeled tacklers go after him.'

Little Camera — Big Pictures
v Easy Drop-In Film Loading
v Flash Pictures Without Flash Batteries
AND ...
v Automatic Electronic Shutter!

CAMERA

Kodak
Pocket
Instamatic 30

PRESCRIPTIONS

v little Camera — Big Pictures!
Easy Drop-In Film Loading
v Flash Pictures Without Flash Batteries

CAMERA

Kodak
Pocket
Instamatic 20

SAFE-T DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

PAGE FIVE

